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THE 1910 REGISTRATION STAMP OF COLOMBIA 

The following article is reprinted from the Philatelic Journal of
America, Volume 21 for 1910 which in turn quoted Norman Thornton writing
in the Gibbons Journal:

	 "The centenary issue of Colombia included a registration stamp
which, as we remarked at the time in our new issue columns, showed an
execution scene. This stamp has now been withdrawn from use, following
on representations made by the Spanish Minister at Bogota, who protested
against the inscription, "Fusilados . . Por Ordem Del Gobierno Espanol."
The history of the incident is as follows: Morillo and his Spaniards
beseiged Cartagena by land and sea. After a heroic resistance of four
months, the defenders found themselves at the end of their resources and
endeavored to escape by sea. Morillo entered the town, depleted of
two-thirds of its inhabitants. He re-established the Inquisition and
instituted a military tribunal to judge the "brigands" who had taken
refuge in the surrounding country. They were enticed into the town under
promise of a general amnesty, and were shot in a body on February 24,
1816. A very discreditable proceeding which the Spanish authorities were
naturally anxious to treat as -bygone-

The stamp was withdrawn by Decree 696 of 6 August 1910 after being
in use for only 17 days. Used copies are far scarcer than mint copies.



COPAPHIL NEWS

The Colombia-Panama Philatelic Study Group is now a reality. As you
can see from the letterhead, COPAPHIL has been selected as the acronym
for our full name. The permanent address for the organization is shown
on the letterhead. However, continue to send mail to Box 356, Falls
Church, Va. 22046 until the 20th of September. Please excuse the delay
in cashing checks. A bank account is being opened in El Cajon and the
process has not been completed at this time. There were 48 members at
the formal beginning of the group on the 24th of July. More applications
are in process and anyone that joins before the 15th of November will be
considered a charter member. The current members are:

John M. Allensworth
Kaarlo E. Anttila
Ernesto Arosemena N.
Bradley J. Arch
Herman Blanton Jr.
Erwin J. Blanz Jr.
William Bogg
Federico A. Brid
James A. Campbell
James W. Cannon Jr.
Antonio Chedid
Lawrence R. Crain
James A. Cross
Rob Cuscaden
Robert E. Dietz IV
Lawson P. Entwistle

Victor H. Fischer
Edward M. Freeman
Deborah Friedman
Howard Frome
William M. Grippe
James R. Hanna
James B. Helme
Wayne B. Hierseman
Raymond W. Ireson
ROdrigo Jaramillo
Paul T. Jung
Idy Jones
Brigitte Kaplan
Alfredo H. Klein
Elizabeth Krakauer
Gary La Crosse

Sam Lainoff
Jairo Londo'do
Henry Madden
Leo Malz
Gerard Marque
Seymour Menton
Thomas P. Myers
Martin C. O'Brien
Richard R. Peglar
Lewis W. Robinson J:
Kenneth Rowe
James W. Sauber
W. G. Spiegelberg
Herbert L. Tindall
Bradley G. Wilde
Bill Welch

If you know of any Colombia or Panama collectors who are not on the
above list, write them and urge them to send in their check. An
application form will be mailed to them along with a copy of this issue
of the journal. A complete directory of the members with addresses will
be published in the February issue. We have members in the United
States, Panama and Colombia and have had inquiries from several other
countries. 41 members submitted membership application forms. Of these
22 are interested in both countries, 12 in Colombia only and 7 in Panama
only.

Results of the voting concerning the By-Laws are as follows:

Item 1 Officers
Item 2 Dues
Item 3 Reduction for A.P.S. Members

For 39 Against 2
For 41 Against 0
For 36 Against 5

Thirty members are interested in purchasing from Sales Circuits and
21 are interested in selling. Thirty-three members would bid at
specialized auctions and 22 are interested in selling. Unfortunately, no
one has volunteered so far to organize these activities. Sixteen members
offered to prepare articles for the journal and several volunteered
photographing assistance and preparation of Philatelic Reference
Summaries.
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SIMON BOLIVAR, A LATIN AMERICAN STATESMAN 

July 24th marked the 200th anniversary of the birth of Simon
Bolivar. For that reason it was chosen for the founding of COPAPHIL.
Bolivar was born in Venezuela, orphaned at the age of 8 and educated in
part in Europe. As a young man he was deeply influenced by the American
and French revolutions. In 1810 he joined an incipient Venezuelan
independence movement and after 16 years of battles found himself as the
leader of almost a third of South America as president of Gran Colombia
which included Venezuela, Colombia, Panama and Ecuador. He dreamed of a
confederation of independent Latin American states which could fend off
foreign intervention and be the equal of the world's great nations.
Unfortunately, he was unable to realize his dreams and Gran Colombia did
not endure. He died in 1830 in self-imposed exile in Colombia. He is
revered for his role in the liberation of Latin America and for the
abolition of slavery in Gran Colombia. The Organization of American
States is a partial legacy of his dreams.

Bolivar has been depicted on the stamps of many countries, and has
appeared many times on the stamps of Colombia and Panama. This partial
iconography of Bolivar on Colombian stamps is based upon material
prepared by Dr. Juan Marino Sanchez for the program of ESPAMER 78.

I. PORTRAITS PAINTED DURING LIFE.

CARMELO FERNANDEZ. This Venezuelan artist, the nephew of General
Paez, painted a portrait showing the Liberator facing to the left. This
portrait has been the model for stamps, money and decorations. (Scott
130).

JOSE GIL DE CASTRO. Portrait painted in Lima in 1825, property of
the Palacio Federal in Caracas was the property of Bolivar's sister,
Maria Antonia. Bolivar said of it that it was made with "the greatest
exactness and resemblance." (Panama Scott 244-8)

II. PORTRAITS PAINTED AFTER THE DEATH OF BOLIVAR.

RICARDO ACEVEDO BERNAL. This artist, a native of Bogota, was
director of the School of Fine Arts. His portrait, one of a series,
shows Bolivar wearing a cape over his military uniform with a sword in
his hand. (Scott 443).

IGNACIO CASTILLO CERVANTES. Oil painting entitled, "Triumphal
Entry of the Liberator into Santa Fe, 10 August 1819". (Scott C317).

FRANCISCO ANTONIO CARO. Oil painting entitled, "The Liberator
Crossing the Andes." The painting is in the Quinta Bolivar in Bogota.
(Scott 788).

SANTIAGO MARTINEZ DELGADO. Fresco representing the closing of the
Constituent Assembly of 1821 shows the Founding Fathers departing from
the Assembly. This work dominates the central platform of the Oval Room
of the National Capitol in Bogota. (Scott 801).
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PEDRO ALCANTARA QUIJANO. Oil painting depicts the dying Bolivar
surrounded by Generals Silva and Montilla, his head doctor, Alejandro
Prospero Reverand and the owner of the ranch that sheltered him during
his last days, don Joaquin de Mier. The painting hangs in the Quinta
Bolivar in Bogota. (Scott 408).

III SCULPTURE.

RODRIGO ARENAS BETANCUR. A statue in bronze, "El Bolivar
Desnudo", shows Bolivar mounted on horseback. It was erected in the city
of Pereira and is an imitation of the monument of Quito and also of the
Bolivar of Victorio Macho. (Scott 453).

PEDRO TENERANI. This Italian sculptor (1789-1869) is the creator
of the statue of Bolivar in Bogota, the generous gift of don Jose Ignacio
Paris to the Congress of the Republic. (Scott 566).

IV MEDALS.

JUAN PEDRO DAVID D'ANGERS. Medal based upon painting modeled by
Bolivar for the French artist, David. (Scott Bolivar 62-64 & 70-72)

PREGUNTAS 

The early stamps of Colombia and Panama were cancelled with
pre-philatelic markings (chiefly FRANCA handstamps), oval handstamps with
the city name only, numerals, and manuscript markings. The use of dated
town cancels apparently began in the 1870's. No published study is known

of the early town cancels, two of which are
depicted herewith. Answers are needed to the
following questions related to the early town and
date cancels:

1. What types of devices were in use? Were they
town and date cancels only or were they duplex
devices with a "killer" for the stamps.

2. What towns used a town and date cancel in the
19th century and what is the earliest known date
of use, on cover and on individual stamps?

3. Were the devices distributed by the central
government or were they ordered by local postal
authorities and who manufactured the devices?

Answers to the above questions should be furnished
to the Editor. A summary of the answers will appear in the next issue
and the detail material will be used by Larry Crain to prepare a more
comprehensive article on this subject. Photos or xerox copies of cancels
and covers would be useful. Members should indicate if they wish their
information to be anonymous.
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The 1000 Days 
by Jim Cross

"The 1000 Days" is the name given to the period of Civil War in
Colombia from 1899 to 1902. The events of this war were of major
importance in the history of Colombia and Panama, but have received
little attention from historians outside of the area and are not widely
known within the countries themselves. There are two major political
parties in Colombia, the Conservatives and the Liberals. Throughout the
19th century the parties alternated in power. There were a number of
revolutions, but none approached the intensity or duration of "the 1000
days". The Conservatives had come to power in 1885. The constitution of
1886 changed the name of the country from the United States of Colombia
to the Republic of Colombia and implemented the Conservative doctrine of
strong national government. The former sovereign states (estados
soberanos) became departments with limited authority. By 1899
conservative control was almost complete. Despite the large number of
Liberal supporters in the population, the entire Senate and all but one
Representative were Conservatives, although the party was divided into
two factions based chiefly on personalities. In the elections of 1899,
Dr. San Clemente, the oldest person ever to be elected as chief executive
of a democratic republic at 86, was elected president. 	 It was widely
believed that owing to ill health he would be unable to travel from his
home in Popayan to Bogota and that Vice President Marroquin could be
easily influenced, permitting the ex-president in fact to be the power
behind the throne.

The Liberals were divided into two factions. A "war" faction, led by
Rafael Uribe Uribe (Colombia Scott 865) was in favor of revolution while
the other faction was attempting to form a coalition with the dissident
Conservatives to come to power by constitutional means. 	 The war faction
prevailed and fighting broke out in October 1899 with simultaneous
attacks on government forces in several areas of the country.
Hostilities were destined to last for almost three years with an
estimated 100,000 casualties. By the end of the war the Colombian
economy was almost totally bankrupt. The value of the silver peso had
declined from par with the dollar to less than one cent.

General Uribe led the uprising in the Department of Bolivar. The
Liberals cut the telegraph line and operated a makeshift gunboat on the
Magdalena river to cut all communication between Bogota and the coast for
almost a month. Even after government forces reopened the river to
traffic, hostilities limited commercial travel.

The philatelic consequence was a shortage of postage stamps in the
coastal region. The first stamps to run out were the 5 and 10 centavos.
The National Postal Agency met the shortage by arranging 	 for printing of
provisional issues. There were four separate issues. The Barriga
Catalog gives the dates as 8 November, 8 December, 18 December and 16
January 1900. The printer was Enrique Delgado of Cartagena. The quality
of the printing was poor. An article by Federico Larsen in the Bogota
Philatelist, Vol 10, April 1956, from which the illustrations are copied,
describes known printing varieties. I have found no references
concerning the circumstances of the issue or the quantities printed
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The first provisional issue consisted of two stamps (Scott 167-8).
They were printed in sheets of two rows of five subjects each (Figures 1
and 2). The 5 centavos is brick red on cream and the 10 centavos is blue
on cream. Control marks consisting of four stars in a cluster were
applied in both blue and violet ink. Some of the stamps were perforated
on a sewing machine. According to Barriga the attempt was abandoned due
to poor alignment of subjects on the sheets and the rest were issued
imperforate. Poor alignment of the 10 centavos stamps can be seen in
Figure 2. Scott formerly listed the perforated variety of the 5 centavos
as number 170, but did not list the 10 centavos in that form.

Figure 1 'Figure 3

The second provisional issue also consisted of 5 and 10
denominations (Scott 173-4). The 5 centavos was printed in
greenish blue paper and the 10 centavos in red on pale rose
control mark consisting of seven wavy lines was overprinted
Larsen listed the following varieties:

centavos
maroon on
paper. A
in violet.

5 centavos maroon on green
5 centavos on greenish blue

without control mark
 with5 centavos on green wi th

beche rows (Figure 3)
10 centavos imperforate

By early December the authorities apparently

realized that the supply of 1 centavo and
2 centavos stamps was also almost exhausted
and that new supplies would not arrive from
Bogota. This led to the Third Provisional
issue. The need was so imperative that the
printer did not take the time to completely
erase the old figures of value on the new
plates. I am indebted to our member Deborah Friedman for calling my
attention to the mystery of Bolivar 61. This is the 1 centavo stamp of
the issue then in use by the Departmental Postal Service of Bolivar. It
is overprinted with the same control mark of seven wavy lines that was
used on the second, third and fourth provisional issues of Cartagena. I

tete
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have never seen an explanation for this overprint of a current stamp by
the Departmental Postal authorities in limited quantities. The 1906
Scott catalog Listed the stamp with a red star overprint, rather than the
wavy lines. I examined the used copy in my collection. It shows the
common National Postal Agency postmark-for Cartagena struck in red with
the date either Dec 10 or Dec 16 and just enough of the year to make out
1899. It seems far more logical that the national postal agency procured
a limited number of the 1 centavo from departmental authorities and
overprinted them with control marks to serve as a provisional stamp prior
to delivery of the 1 and 2 centavo stamps by the printer on 18 December.
It is likely therefore that the cancellation on my copy is 16 December.
Other members are urged to check their copies of Bolivar 61. I am
especially interested in the occurence of this stamp on cover which may
confirm the above hypothesis.

MLI

COP, 4.
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The third provisional issue (Scott 171-2) was prepared using
plates of the 5 centavo stamp of the first provisional issue and
the old figure of value. The erasure of the old figure of value
incomplete and portions of the 5 appear in positions 1-9 (Figure
Apparently position 10 in the llwer right corner was damaged and
of the 10 centavo stamps was used in this position. It can be

Figure

the
erasing
was
4).
a cliche

Figure 5

`wrIPS ,
0 .0 4 2172%.4 	11.CA t CT.1	

d istinguished by the absence of the top of the 5. In the plate of the 2
centavos a small "s" was used in the word dos in position 6 (Figure 5)
giving another constant variety. Only 10% of the stamps were prepared
from the 10 centavo cliche and they are far scarcer than Scott catalog
values would indicate. Both values exist imperforate and with sewing
machine perforations. I have a copy of the 1 centavo with vertical
control marks instead of the usual horizontal.

TO BE CONTINUED
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THE PANAMA "B.O.B." ISSUES OF 1917

Gustave Schayes prepared two excellent articles concerning Panama
back-of-the-book issues. The first, "The Registration Stamps of Panama",
appeared in the 1961 Philatelic Congress Book. The second, "Panama, the
Acknowledgement of Receipt Stamps" appeared in the 1962 Philatelic
Congress Book. The articles cover all of these issues, including the
Colombian period. This article is based upon Schayes writings. The
complete articles (32 pages) are available from the American Philatelic
Research Library.

Decree 69 of March 28th, 1906 abolished the use of special stamps for
registration, late fee and acknowledgement of receipt purposes in
Panama. The government collected the stamps in the hands of local post
offices and auctioned them together with the remaining central stock in
1907.

Decree 46 of December 14th, 1916 again authorized the use of postage
stamps for these purposes. The postal authorities overprinted existing
stocks of stamps to meet this- requirement.

Acknowledgement of Receipt Stamp , Scott H23. 500 sheets of the 2 1/2
centavos stamp of the 1909 American Bank Note Co. issue (Scott 199) were
overprinted with the letters "A.R.". The overprint occurs in several
shades of violet. A number of setting and printing errors occurred which
were corrected during the course of printing. Schayes lists the
following errors:

1. "R.A." for "A.R." (Scott H23a). This occurred in position 76 in
approximately 75 sheets.

2. "R.A." for "A.R." with the letters widely spaced due to a
horizontal right shift in printing "A.R." One sheet is known. 90 stamps
show this variety and 10 stamps from the left vertical row show "A."
only. Editor's Note: It would seem that there should also be 10 stamps
in the right vertical row which show "R." only, but Schayes does not
mention this.

3. Inverted "V" for "A". One stamp in the ninth row on
approximately 40 sheets.

4. Double overprint, Scott H23b. One sheet is known. Schayes does
not indicate whether there are multiples.

5. Inverted overprint, Scott H23c. One sheet is known. Schayes
does not indicate whether there are multiples.

6. Vertical pair, upper stamp without overprint, Minkus 150x. Three
sheets are known with this shift, making a total of 30 possible pairs.
Editor's note: If this quantity is correct, the 1980 Minkus price of
$3.00 is far too low.
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Schayes states that approximately 20,000 of these stamps were sold to
dealers immediately after being issued on 1 January 1917 and that the
remaining stock was used until exhausted. Assuming that further copies
were purchased by collectors and dealers from the local post offices, it
is probable that only about 5000 stamps were postally used and only a
portion of these have been preserved by collectors.

Registration Stamp, Scott F29. 30,000 8 centavo stamps of the 1906/7
Hamilton Bank Note Issue were overprinted with the letter "R" and "5 cts".
A plate of fifty settings, 5 rows of ten positions each, was used.
Sheets were overprinted in two passes. The normal setting shows the
figure "5" with a short upward turn at the end of the top stroke. The
last four positions in the fifth row show a thinner "5" of uniform
thickness without an upward turn. This variety is constant throughout
the printing, eight to a sheet or a total of 2400. Schayes lists the
following additional errors:

1. A larger and rounder "5" with a curved top stroke, Scott F29b.
This is found in position 85, on the lower half of approximately 80
sheets.

2. An inverted "5", Minkus 151x1. Found in position 36 on
approximately 100 sheets.

3. "s" of "cts" turned sideways. Position 47 on approximately 45
sheets.

4. Inverted surcharge, Scott F29c. Exists on a full sheet and on
the lower half of another sheet. This also produced ten possible
vertical pairs showing the inverted surcharge on the lower stamp of the
pair. Four of these pairs incude the constant "5" variety and one also
includes the sideways "s".

Schayes states that about 26,000 of these stamps were sold to dealers
and collectors, with the result that the supplies in the post offices
were soon exhausted, leading to the preparation of another stamp on the
28th of January, 1917.

Registration Stamp, Scott F30. The 8 centavo stamp of the American Bank
Note Co issue, Scott 213, was overprinted like F29. The overprint was
again printed in two passes, each covering a half of the sheet, but the
evidence indicates that a new setting was prepared. There were two
printings, the first of 30,000 stamps was in rose ink and the second of
20,000 stamps was in carmine ink. During the first printing it was
discovered that one package, containing approximately 100 sheets, was
stuck together. They were separated by wetting but were not completely
dried before printing.	 A number of sheets were wrinkled, others had gum
on the face of the stamps. This caused poor impressions and apparently
defective printing. On some sheets the ink ran and soaked thru to the
back of the stamp. One sheet of the first printing shows a garnet color
overprint, probably due to improper cleaning of the roller. 	 Schayes
lists the following errors:
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1. Inverted surcharge, Scott F30a. Occurs on the upper half of two
sheets of the first printing. This produced 20 vertical pairs from rows
five and six which show an inverted surcharge on the upper stamp and a
normal surcharge on the lower stamp. There is also one inverted complete
sheet from the second printing.

2. Paper folds.. Two sheets of the first printing were folded prior
to application of the overprint. This produced a number of freaks which
are described in the Schayes article.

3. A bar following the figure "5" in position 87 of the second
printing (200 stamps). This variety occurs in the inverted sheet of the
second printing in position 13, producing a unique error.

4. A vertical shift on the upper pane occurred on one sheet of the
second printing. This produced ten possible vertical pairs showing the
top stamp without overprint and the lower stamp with the overprint.
Editor's Note: Schayes description is not explicit. It would seem that
the downward shift would cause double overprinting on row 6, unless the
lower half of the sheet was also shifted downward. Since Scott lists
double overprints as F30c, it is probable that this was the case.

Assuming that the dealer and collector purchases of mint stamps were
approximately the same as for H23 and F29, approximately 25,000 of the
stamps were postally used. This distribution is supported by the
availability of mint and used copies of F30.

Editor's Note: Any member who has information concerning multiples
of this issue is invited to share it with the members. Also any member
who can furnish information concerning the Late Fee Stamp of the 1917
issue is urged to submit it in order to complete this article.

CLASSIFIED

Ad Rates. Per Line. One insertion $.50. Four insertions $1.50.
Display Ads. Only business size camera ready ads will be accepted.

One insertion $1.50. Four insertions 45.00.

WANTED. Colombia stamps 1885-1904 cat under $1.00 showing a legible
dated cancelation. Paying 50% Scott. J. Cross Box 2245 El Cajon CA 92201

STAMPS OP ALL LAYIN AMCRICAN CCjmn7,E3
USCG AOM SCOT' • PAPro. SOK SCOT,'	 605. SCOT

FIL — PANAM

BOX 2245 EL CAJON CA 92021
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COPAPHIL BY-LAWS, 24 JULY 1983

I. NAME. The name of the organization is the Colombia-Panama
Philatelic Study Group. 	 The short name of the organization is COPAPHIL.

II. PURPOSE. The purpose of the organization is to promote the
philately of the two countries and to research and publish their
philatelic history.

III. MEMBERSHIP. Membership is open to all persons interested in
the philately of the two countries who support the organization by
payment of the annual dues.

IV. HONORARY MEMBERSHIP. The Board of Directors may grant
honorary life membership to individuals who have made outstanding
contributions to the philately of the two countries.

V. DUES. Annual dues are $7.00 for residents of the United
States, Canada and Mexico and $10.00 for residents of all other countries
(the dues differential is due to the additional postage required to mail
the journal and official correspondence to other countries). The Board
of Directors may change the annual dues if required, providing that
notice of the change is published in the journal of the organization at
least three months prior to the effective date of the change.

V/. REDUCTION OF DUES FOR A.P.S. MEMBERS. The annual dues for
members in good standing of the American Philatelic Society will be
reduced by $2.00.

VII. OFFICERS. The organization is administered by a Board of
Directors consisting of six individuals chosen by the membership for two
year terms (three elected each year). The Editor of the journal is
selected by the Board of Directors and is an ex-officio member of the
Board of Directors. The Board of Directors selects from among its
membership individuals to act as the President, Vice-President, Secretary
and Treasurer of the organization.

VIII FUNDS. The funds of the organization will be maintained in a
bank selected by the Board of Directors. The Treasurer will account for
the receipt and expenditure of funds and publish an annual financial
statement in the organization journal. The fiscal year of the
organization will end on the 30th of June annually. The Board of
Directors will arrange for the audit of the books of the organization as
required.

IX. JOURNAL. The organization will publish a quarterly journal
which will be distributed to all members and honorary members. 	 The
Board of Directors may make such additional distribution of journals as
is deemed beneficial to the purposes of the organization.

X. AFFILIATION. The Board of Directors will take necessary action
to become an affiliate of the American Philatelic Society.

12
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BIOGRAPHIES OF MEMBERS OF  THE BOARD

ERNESTO AROSEMENA NEUMAN

Native of Panama. Collects both Colombia and Panama. Member of the
APS, Sociedad Filatelica de Panama and the Club Filatelico de Bogota.
Author of a number of articles which have appeared in the Latin American
Philatelist and other publications.

DEBORAH FRIEDMAN

Collector of Colombia and States for almost fifteen years with
specialization in postal stationery, SCADTA, the War of 1000 Days, first
issues of the Republic 1886-1904, cubiertas, revenues and papel sellado.
Has done considerable bibliographic research in the philatelic literature
of Colombia. Past president of the Troy, N.Y. Stamp Club. Member of the
Royal Philatelic Society, APS, UPSS, and Collectors Club of N.Y. Has
presented several programs on Colombia and has an award winning
collection of Colombia postal cards. Employed by the N.Y. State Civil
Service as a consultant to local governments on examination programs.

GARY LA CROSSE 

Became interested in the stamps and philatelic history of Colombia in
the sixties while serving as a Peace Corps Volunteer in that country.
Married to a native of Colombia. Fluent in Spanish. Collects all
aspects of Colombia philately and is interested in furthering contacts
between COPAPHIL and Colombian philatelic societies.

THOMAS P. MYERS 

Curator of Anthropology in the University of Nebraska State Museum.
Interest in the philately of Colombia began as a result of research in
that country. Became specially interested in cancellations as a result
of finding a "socked on nose" Natagaima. Former member of the Club
Filatelico de Bogota and as member of the APS, SPA, ATA and MEPSI.
Fluent in Spanish.

BILL WELCH

Executive editor and vice-president of the Centre Daily Times in
State College, Pa. Married and the father of three daughters.
Collecting interests include the postal history of Latin America,
expecially Colombia and Peru. Trustee of the American Philatelic
Research Library and active in the affairs of the American Philatelic
Society.

BRAD WILDE

Collects Panama and the Canal Zone as well as books, postcards,
medals and allied material from the area. Member of the Canal Zone Study
Group.	
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SPACE FILLERS

This will the editors regular quarterly column. My thanks to all who
have written offering help and suggestions. The press of getting
started, editing this edition of the journal and getting ready to move to
California make it impossible to answer all of the letters individually.
Many of you were not happy with La Voz as the name for the journal.
Unfortunately, there is no obvious name to represent the two countries
such as the "oxcart" or "el quetzal." I finally exercised the editor's
prerogative and chose an acronym, which stands for the Colombia Panama
Carta.

My apologies for the poor qualities of the illustrations in this
issue, especially those that accompany Part I of the Civil War article.
The only illustrations available were rather poor xerox copies and
further copying did not enhance them. I have made arrangements for an
experienced photographer to prepare photos for future issues and for the
Philatelic Reference summaries. The first Philatelic Reference Summary
is in process and should appear with the next issue. It takes a while
since each Summary is to be reviewed by two other members and the
availability of references in the American Philatelic Research Library
must be verified. The subject of the first summary is Colombia No. 1.
Those of you who volunteered to prepare summaries will be receiving
copies of the format and preparation instructions soon. I plan to
publish the next issue of COPACARTA about the 15th of November and
subsequent issues will be at 3 month intervals.

The PREGUNTAS column is planned as a regular feature of the journal.
The questions in this issue were submitted by Larry Crain. If you have
questions concerning a topic which is of general interest to our
membership, submit them to me. I will compile the answers received and
summarize them in the following issue of the journal.

Members who volunteered to prepare articles are encouraged to submit
them as soon as possible. The deadline for the next issue is 15
October. In the meantime, I will try to select interesting material in
translation pertaining to both countries as well as continue the article
on the 1000 Days. I hope to obtain permission to republish the Panama
bibliography which previously appeared in the Philatelic Literature
Review in the next issue.

The following is my biographical summary:

JAMES A. (Jim) CROSS 

Born in 1928 in La Crosse, Wisconsin. Stamp collector since 1936,
specializing in Latin America since 1958 and 19th Century Colombia since
1974. Life Member of A.P.S. Editor of Baltimore Philatelist and
responsible for BALPEX program, 1971-3. President, Northern Virginia
Stamp Club, 1977-1983. Wife, Luz, is a native of Panama. Founded
FIL-PANAM (formerly Filatelia Panamericana) in 1977 as a stamp business
specializing in stamps of Latin America.
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CARTAGENA ONE CENTAVu USED uN COVER

In confirmation of the use of Bolivar 61 as a provisional
stamp of the national government Victor Fischer submitted the
above photocopy of a newspaper wrapper with the stamp used to
Switzerland. The markings on the reverse are also shown above.
Fischer calls attention to the fact that the wavy lines extend
beyond the stamp and appear to be a handstamp applied prior to the
date stamp. The date of use which is not clear on the copy is
27 December 1899.
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COPAPHIL NEWS

As of the first of November we have added eight new members;.

Alan D. Anyon
Hugo Goggel
haakon Hellner
David J. Leeds

Charles L. Saunders
Ing. Vicente Pascual R.
W. E. Simonds
James 0. Vadeboncoeur

In the absence of any other candidates, 1 have accepted the
position of President for the first year. De porah Friedman is
Vice-President. Bill Welch is responsible for liaison with the
American Philatelic Society and A.P.R.L., Gary La Crosse for
liaison with Colombian philatelic organizations and Ernesto Arosemen:
for liPi.non with Panamanian philatelic organizations.

f was able to meet with the first two named officers and member
Herbert Tindall at BALPEX on September 3rd. We went over plans for
the organization and COPACARTA. B.r. Tindall volunteered to work
on a bibliography of Colombia material.

A bank account for the organization has been opened with
Allstate S & L in El Cajon CA. The cash balance on 1 November was
$197.00. Receipts for the year are $371 and expenses to date are
$177.

Gerard Marque has volunteered to act as our Auction Director.
The first auction is plgnned for 1 April 1984. The auction list
will be included in the February COPACARTA. allowing sufficient
time so that our overseas mem'oers can susx,iii. oils.

The auction commission has been set at $1.00 per lot plus
10% of the selling price in excess of $5.00 per lot. For examples
the commission on a lot selling for $15.00 would be $2.00, $1
plus 10% of $10 ($15-$5).. The seller is responsible for paying
the $1 fee on unsold lots as well as return postage costs.

The auction manager will make every effort to verify the
accuracy of the lot descriptions and the authenticity of the material
However, the seller is ultimately responsible for the lots.

Material to be included in the first auction should be
mailed to the Auction Director and must be received not later
than the 15th of January, 1984. The address iss.

Gerard Marque
24030 Glen Ridge Ct.
Novi, MI 48050

All unsold auction lots remain the property of the owner.
The Auction Director will make every effort to safeguard the
material, which will be stored in a bank safety deposit box until
sold. However, neither the Auction Director, nor COPAPHIL is
responsible in case of loss or damage to consigned material.
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THE 1000 DAYS
by Jim Cross

(Continued from August 1983 Issue)

The Civil War in the Department of Santander began on the
17th of October with the occupation of Socorro by Liberal forces.
On the 13th of November 1899 they attacked the city of Bucaramanga.
The government forces had strong defensive positions in the buildings
around the plaza. The rebels suffered very heavy casualties and
finally fled in disorder.

They were pursue •l by government forces and another battle
occured along the Peralonso River. 	 The Liberal forces numbered
approximately 3500 of whom 1500 were armed only with machetes.
The government forces were about three times as numerous. The
Liberals won a decisive victory following a charge led by General
Uribe Uribe and the remnants of the government forces fled in
disorder. If the Liberals had followed up the victory the way to
Bogota was open.

However, the Liberals had no strategic plan and had made no
provision for supplying an army in the field. They remained in
Cucuta until the middle of March. This gave the government time
to raise additional forces. The two armies met on the evening of
11 May at a cross roads named Palo Negro. The battle lasted for
15 days and the casualties were enormous on both sides. Finally
the Liberals began to retreat. There are many parallels between
this battle and the Battle of Gettysburg. After the battle the
Liberals lost all hope of victory, even though the war was to
continue for two additional years.

I can find no philatelic references to this campaign. Even
though normal postal service was interrupted there must have been
courier service on both sides. It seems likely that there are
unpublished soldier's letters which would reveal details of the
campaign.

The city of Cucuta remained in Liberal hands for about eight
months from November 1899 to June 1900. The shortest route for
mail to foreign countries from the city is through Venezuela.
Apparently the National Postal Service of Colombia dispatched its
foreign mail via Bogota. As a result the Chamber of Commerce of
Cucuta operated a private postal service to Venezuela for many years.
Apparently the mail was franked with regular Colomoian postage stamps.
The cancelations of the "Correa del Comercio Cucuta" are fairly
common on stamps of the 1892 and 1899 issues
(Figure 6).

Two issues of stamps were prepared in
Cucuta during the Liberal occupation. Each
consists of five denominations, lithographed
on colored paper. Scott lists these as
issues of the Department of Santander. The
Gibbons catalog is the only major catalog
to correctly identify them as Civil War
provisionals. The first issue (Figure 7) is
inscribed
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"Gobierno Provisorio" and the value is abbreviated "ctvos". The
second issue (Figure 8) is inscribed "Gobierno Provisional" and
the value is abbreviated "cvos". This issue has the the printed
name "Andres R. Fernandez" at the right in either black or green
as indicated in Scott. Scott lists a number of errors. The

Scott 101a
	 Scott 108a	 Manuscript

cvo	 centavo	 name
error	 error	 at left

FIGURE 7	 FIGURE 8

Barriga Colombia catalog lists the following additional errors:

First Issue
1 Cvo, 2 cvos, 10 cvos and 20 cvos imperforate
20 cvos on straw instead of yellow paper
5 cvos se-tenant with 10 cvos

Second Issue
1 Ctvo and 20 ctvos with printed name at left instead of at right
2 ctvos with inverted "1" in provisional

I have the
Second Issue

5 ctvos with
at left

5 ctvos with

following additional varieties in my collection:

manuscript printed " Andres B Fernandez" in black

denomination misspelled "cstvo" (Figure 9)

These stamps are inscribed "Estados Unidos
de Colombia" indicating an intention of the
Liberals to return the country to its previous
constitutional status. Although Scott shows
the same value for mint and used sets almost
all of the stamps that I have seen are used
with the cancelation of the "C0KREu DEL
COMjRCIO CUCUTA". Why were these stamps
issued? If the purpose was to sell to
collectors to raise funds for the Liberal
cause it would seem that mint stamps would
be more prevalent. They would not have been
accepted on foreign mail, since they were
not issues of the legitimate government of
Colombia. One hypothesis is that mail was
franked with the regular stamps of Colombia
and the stamps paid an additional charge and were attached to a
receipt form. Many of the used stamps are found on piece which tends
to support this hypothesis. Further research is neeaed to complete
the story of this issue.

18
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The war also came early to the Department of Panama. The
"interior" was a Liberal stronghold and troops soon gathered
there for an attack upon the city of Panama. Led by a future
president the Liberal forces advanced upon the city. Here as in
Bucaramanga they were to find that courage and enthusiasm were
no substitute for military training and organization. They
attacked the city in the vicinity of the Caledonia crossing of the
Panama railroad. Government troops occupied defensive positions
in buildings and repeated Liberal charges across the railroad
embankment only added to the ever-mounting casualties. Finally
the attackers withdrew and Panama was to remain in government
hands for another year. One result of this battle was that
the United States sent naval forces to Panama and Colon. They
remained aboard their ships for the remainder of the Civil War,
ready to exercise the U.S. treaty rights to protect the railroad
in the event of further hostilities.

Fighting also occurred in all of the other Departments
except Antioquia. There were no formal battles in the other
areas during the first year. With the majority of the government
forces occupied with the fighting in Santander, skirmishes and
guerrilla warfare was widespread. Raiding parties from both sides
made travel hazardous and brought commerce almost to a standstill
in many parts of the country.

I have been told that there was a truce between leaders of
the parties in Antioquia which kept it out of the Civil War.
Colombian history books that 1 have consulted are strangely silent
on this matter.

Following the victory at Palo Negro the next major event
was a coup on the 31st of July 1900 which deposed the aged
President San Clemente in favor of Vice President Marroquin.
The new president was to hold office for the rest of the 1000
Days, the period of negotiation of the Panama Canal Treaty, the
period when the Colombian Senate rejected the treaty and Panama
secured its independence. The Colombian historian, Eduardo
Lemaitre, describing Marroquin paints a picture of a quiet and
gentle man who liked to spend his time at his quinta in the
country, to discuss literature with a few close friends, and even
to write poetry. He was an author and educator who by his own
admission found it difficult to make decisions even in his personal
affairs. The contrast to the energetic and forceful Theodore
Roosevelt is striking and this has had lasting historical
consequences. The Marroquin government was dominated by the
Minister of War, Aristides Fernandez, during the remainder of the
1000 Days.

The governments of Venezuela and Ecuador were sympathetic to
the Liberal cause. They permitted arms shipments to De shipped
across the borders and permitted rebel leaders to cross these
borders at will. Venezuelan citizens participated in the fighting
around Cucuta in 1901. In a move that was to have major consequences
the government of Ecuador sold a gunboat to the rebels. Additional
support, especially for the Liberal forces in Panama, was received
from the President of Nicaragua, General Zelaya. Here the motives
are more complex, because the chances that the United States would
select Nicaragua as the site of the inter-ocean canal were enhanced
if Panama could be depicted as the site of continuous political unrest.

TU BE OuNT1NUED
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MARKET REPuRT

The 1984 Scott catalogs are now available and both Colombia and
Panama show extensive price changes. Most better material advanced
from 10-20% reflecting the scarcity of the material and the increasing
popularity of the area. Some of the changes area

COLOMBIA	 COD 1983 1Q84 PANAMA C01+I) 1983 1984
1-8	 Mint 662.50 785.00 1 -3 Mint 65.00 145.00

13-18	 Mint 2160.00 2900.00 Used 97.50 150.00
Used 1110.00 1550.00 15-21 Mint 7.55 10.20

24-29	 Mint 480.00 600.00 51-64 Mint 75.70 102.75
194	 Both 25.00 50.00 151-157 Used 270.00 309.50

331 -338	 Mint 284.85 339.00 Mint 332.50 387.50
Used 205.25 242.00 204-219 Mint 96.50 126.25

421-436	 Mint 1440.10 1501.35 Used 50.80 62.80
Used 1059.85 1109.85 278 -297 Mint 51.15 d7.60

475-484	 Used 46.15 89.32 Used 42.20 66.35
868	 Mint 10.00 18.00 C19 Mint 350.00 350.00
Cl	 Used 1650.00 1850.00 Fl-F5 Usea 60.00 bl.50

C2-C10	 Used 13450.0020000.00
C17-C24	 Mint 4475.00 5025.00
C55-C67	 Used 53.55 82.37
C66-C74	 Mint 52.65 97.70
C566a	 Mint 27.50 40.00

LF1-LF4	 Both 70.00 100.00
01-013	 Mint 117.15 219.64

Ant. 73-83Both 36.65 42.11
Bol. 4-7	 Both 82.00 101.00

A few of the better sets did not show price changes. Among
them were Colombia 30-34 and Tolima 1-b. Panama 4 mint and C19
also showed no changes. Among the few downward adjustments
Colombia 0355 (Stamps on Stamps S.S.) was reduced from $17.50 to
$15.00. It may still be overpriced at that value. The Colombia
Miss Universe set (697/0317-8) was increased from $36.32 to $47.08
mint. This surprises me as there is no shortage of these sets which
are more plentiful than the 1966 Fish se-us or the 1967 Pre-Colomoian
Art sets.

A number of 1981 new issue listings for Colombia are missing from
the catalog, as is the 1978 gold pendant which should be C670. I
had a brief discussion with the Latin American editor for Scott at
BALPEX. He invited comments and assistance with the catalog listings
and I plan to write him regaraing the missing issues.

Among major weaknesses I still believe that back-of-the-book issues
are generally underpriced as are most minor varieties. An interesting
example is that although Colombia LF1-4 are $25.00 each mint, the note
prices an imperforate pair at $20.00. A number of issw.?s which are
quite scarce postally used are undervalued. Colombia C546-0566 and
Panama 244-255 are prime examples. 	 Snips on stamps is the moat
popular topical requested from Fil-Panam. This shoula continue to
increase the value of Panama 214-216 and 218-219.
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Six additional dated devices were reported besides the two
illustrated with the question with dates of use prior to 1890.
These are illustrated in Figures 1-b. The Panama GDS (Figure 3) is
a duplex with two types of killers. Only one type of device is
reported from more than town.	 This is a 32mm. double circle with
ADYUN NAGL de HACDA at the top and the town name at the bottom
(Figure 9).

ANSWER TO AUGUST QUESTION:

The earliest reported dates of use are:
uN 	 ON Cu'VER	 UN POST CARD

Ql	 Barranquilla oval	 2 Mar 73
Q2	 Panama Single circle 	 7 Mar 83
Fig 1 Barranquilla	 24 May 84
Fig 2 Barranquilla	 26 Dec 87
Fig 3 Panama Killer-7 	 13 Aug db	 24 Aug b7
Fig 3 Panama Killer-8

	
8 Nov 86

Fig 4 Cartagena	 2 Apr 87
Fig 5 Bogota	 27 Nov 86
Fig 6 Bogota	 13 Jul 68
Fig 9 Cucuta	 15 hay 83

Honda	 11 Jan 78
Mompos	 11 Jun 76
Popayan	 13 Jun 77
Tunja	 5 Nov 77

NOVEKBER QUESTION I
A large proportion of the postage, revenue and telegraph stamps

of Colombia issued between 1681 and 1902 were printed on colored
paper. This paper was apparently widely used since it was also
used for stamps printed in Barranquilla, luedellin and Cucuta and
the stamps listed by Scott as Cauca 8-9, as well as the La Guaira
provisional of Venezuela. 	 What is known about this paper? Where
was it manufactured? How was it distributed? Why was it selected
for the printing of stamps?
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CAUCA FANTASIES

The following article is reprinted from the Philatelic Journal
of America, Volume 21, Page 306.

The Department of Cauca, one of
the largest In area, of the several De-
partmente of Colombia, has probably
never Issued postage stamps that can
be properly recognized as regular De-
partment&s.

"The Catalogue General" Just Issued
in France ignores all except the two
type set varieties issued in	 1903.

These two stamps are really provis•
tonal Issues of the Republic of Colom-
bia, and are so inscribed, the fact that
they originated In Colombian postof-
!ices in the Department of Cauca is
not a reason for their being catalogued
as "Departmentals."

Both Gibbons and Scott catalogues
follow this error. Scott's catalogue
list of Cauca, commences with the
primitive hand-stamped varieties
which were discovered by the late W.
E. Curtis, an American collector who
was engaged some twenty years ago
in mining in Colombia.

Mr. Curtis succeeded in having
these varieties accepted by both of
the laid named catalogues.

Our own opinion of the stam ps
would not have Justified their inser-
tion and they are omitted by other
standard works.

A type set provIalonul plainly let-
tered "Cauca" (5c red) is catalogued
by Scott (No. 5), omitted by Gibbons.

This stamp was issued by a post-
master by the name of E, Rey and
was believed in, and vouched for by
Mr. Cnrtia, who was regarded as a
Cauca authority.

In 1891 E. Rey ordered through an
exporting house stamps of five and
ten Cents denominations.

Except that his communication was ac ,
companied by a 1 peso stamp of Cundina•
marca of 1882 as a guide for general style,
the details were left to the Kytka Engray.
ing Company, who were commissioned to
execute the order.

The stamps were printed from elec-
trotype plates, made by duplicating a
single zinc etching, that had been re-
duced from a pen and ink drawing of
some size.

The same drawing was used to pro-
duce both values, the fic being made
first, so alteration being made to pro-
duce the 10c stamp.

The stamps were typographed, that
Is, printed on an ordinary printing
press.. The Sc in ',sheets. ot thirty
stamps, two panes of fifteen. The 10c
in sheets of fifteen. They were print-
ed on a hard greenish bond paper
with a trade watermark "Creme
Bond" running through it, at irregu-
lar intervals.

The presswork was done by the
Nixon . .lones Printing Company, and
the paper was furnished by the F. 0.
Sawyer Paper CO.

The stamps were paid for by E.
Rey and together with the electro,
type blocks were shipped to him in
Cauca.

In 1892 the stamps were first chron-
icled as postal Jostles upon authority
of W. E. Curtis to the "American
Journal of Philately," published by
the Scott Stamp and Coln Co. In New
York.

Mr. Curtis vouched for their postal
character and use by proper postal
authority In Cauca, but they have al•
ways been considered of doubtful
authenticity. The first issue of E.
Rey, postmaster, Is probably In quite
as much doubt, as It la omitted by
Gibbous catalogue.

In cataloguing the stamps that we
illustrate, Gibbons describes the 6c
as being on 'rose" paper, which Is In-
correct.

The stamps that were'sent up from
Cauca by Mr. Curtis had been stuck
together and separated by merlin or
hot water. The 5c which was printed
in an ordinary carmine printing Ink.
had been affected by dampness and
had probably been soaked, the Ink had
softened and diffused over the paper ,
giving the stamp a rose color and the
paper the appearance of a rose

So much for the history of these va-
rieties their local postal authority Is
at least very doubtful and obscure,
and as we observed at the beginning
of these notes, there are probably no
stamps that can be properly entail"-
gued for the Department of Cauca_

COLOMBIA SURCHARGED POST CARDS CF 1902

The information and illustrations for this article are taken
from an article by Walter Blell which appeared in Bogota Filatelico,
No. 20, May 1973.

Decree 157 of 29 January 1902, published in the Diario Oficial
#116)2 of 20 February 1902, raised the rates for post cards
effective on 1 March 1902. The new rates were 5 centavos for a
single card and 10 centavos for a double card. This rate remained
in effect until 30 March 1905. The Direccion General de Correos
y Telegrafos had an ample stock of the old 2 centavos cards which
had been in use since 1891. With this in mind the Director wrote
on 15 May 1902 to the Ministerio de Gobierno, which was then re-
sponsible for the postal service requesting that the 15,054 single
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cards on hand be revalued to 5 centavos. The letter is reproduced
in Figure 1. Permission was granted the following day. On the
1st of December 1902 the Director again requested permission to
surcharge 20072 double cards (post cards with response card
attached). he futher requested that the double cards be separated
before surcharging. This letter is reproduced in Figure 2. Permission
was granted on the 5th of December. Mr. Blell was unable to find
documentation of the actual transmission of the surcharged double
cards, but assumed that the instructions were carried out and that
unsevered surcharged double cards do not exist.	 He reported the
earliest known use of the surcharged post card was 5 August 1902
and of the surcharged response card, 4 June 1903.

EDITOR'S NuTE1 Readers are invited to report earliest and latest
usages of these cards in their collections.
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The Postage Stamps of Panama
A PRELIMINARY PIBLIDGFIA.PHY

Compiled by Edmund B. Them... Jr,
Mrtniey Rand , New Ipnwith, N. H. 01071

"The one who does. not know hintory will he forced to repeat it' . gee. the
old adage. In philately, this I. proved true every year. It in not that we
wish to be ignorant or stupid but rather that it i. difficult to find the articles
written yearn ago in now obscure journal., especially when One doesn't know
where to lank. Ideally, there should be a ape-violist-4 catalogue of P.M.,a
which would incorporete all the necumulated knowledge discovered through
the year. but much a project is years if not dorgeles in the future. In the
meantime, 1 offer Oka preliminary bibliography. It only covers warns in Eng-
link, with n low eaceptians, and Pre probably mine.' article. even in thin
language-aince journal runs are incomptem at moat libraries. New Ismic
announcement/ have been excluded, except when they Contained ipecial infor.
mutton not otherwise attainable

I would really appreciate hearing of any additions to thin bibliography,
People desiring to lain a specialised group en Panama, whirls does not yet
exiit, can oleo contact me and "hope for the beet." wish to titanic the 11-
brae/ans. at the Cardin./ Spellman PliRateiic Mumum and at the American
Philatelic Research Library for making thin bibliography, incomplete though
It may be. far better than it would hnve been if I were on my M.A.

GENERA]. CATALOGUES AND HANDBOOKS

Hale many countries, one must rely on a wide variety of eatain guee
order to get anywhere near complete caverns* of thin country. While it is
true that Panama ha. been fortunate to have had no lees than three hand-
book., two were published before 1907 mid the third only goes op to 1921.
Atm. Panama want through a period in the 1900's which men chararter1Led by
highly speculative Ittott, CT0s, and generally litern which merited the can-
decimation of the 	 Severn' catalogues overreacted mad
tinily all new Mauna for Panama no that the student of Panama philately
forced to march far and wide for complete coverage.

Ascher, Siegfried. Groaner Gensitarfren Kauko. Sand IL Tell V. Berne:
1907. (pp. 1356-18 cover. Panama postal stationery. Superseded by Higgins
& Gage.)

Eisendrach, Joseph L. 	 AmrriCle Air Mail Catalogue (19701. (Pima
flights of Panama Listed under Fri, 8. 9. & 34.1

Hacking. Edward G. (ed.). Priced Caiskigur of Portal StatfanetT or the
World. Part 14: Pelt leen to Quevnalend. Panederia, Calif.; Higgini
Cam 1949.

Forbin. A. Cataloree de Thirtives-Ficccaux. 3rd ed. 	 Amiens: Yvert &
her, 1415. (Panama revenue. up till 1005.1

Gibbon. British ConnoonernIth Stamp Catalogue. Latent edition. (Detailed
lint of British stamps used in F • IFIAMM, the C21 and EU tancellationali

Gibbon. Priced Portage Stamp Cs' talesae. Pert HT.	 Latest ed.
Haydn. Frederick E. The •ont... Stange of Paean.... A Siserialised Sledy

of the Menem of • Weak intereciting Country- ltonldet #44. Portland,
Me.: Severn•Wylle•Jewett, 114221, 42p. r Excellent hand book, decent
illontrationn.)

Luff, John N. A Reference Lint of the Stamen of Pen.... New York: Scott
Stamp & Coin Co., 1906. 79 p. (Describe@ early Minim and varieties
but lecke a numbering nyatem for future identification purpose../

fltaaveekirtalogi Mittel-and Nordamerika. Latest ed. (Meat complete
coverage for 1900'. speculative ifies.)

bliekus New World-wide Portage Stump Catalog. Val. i. Latest ed.
Morley, Walter. Cetelague of the Revert:. Stamm of South Amerirm being

a Soppleftent to Marley . . Philatelic lonroal, 1501-.4. London; Walter Mor-
ley, 1504. (Lints Panama revenues oaf 1886.95.1

Randall, W. W. , & 3. M. Bane:. Bartels' Cheek Li t t of the Pmtage Stamps
of Pawn.. Bonton: n.p.. 1907. 56 p. (Excellent for the aPacioliv1-1

Samaria The World Airmail Catalogue. Latent ed.
Rola Mandan! Portage Stamp Ca talogue - ye!. IV. Latest eat,
Trent & Telller. Catalogue de Timbres-Poet. Vol. 111: Onim-Me=. Latent

ed. lincluden telegraph aflame.)

SPECIAL STUDIES



"Conference of Presidents" Una. Stamp Ness, 29 (Aug. 20, 1956), 12,
Hereafter Wale)

"Communications," American Journal of Philately, 2 (Sept., 1889), 354 and
3 (Feb . ism-arch 13. 1892), 89-90, 166. IDiatosses a On violet surcharge
ono Scott II, perhaps the cal-Bleat ouf the many unwarranted are unlisted
Panama issuer.)

"Correapondence," Mekeel. to (Feb. 27, April 2, 1904). 70, 112, (Rumors
and denim]. on new moues for Panama end sale of remainders and CTO.
to *peculator.)

"'Curtains' for Panama Popes," Stomp CooBetting. 87 I March 8, 19571, 015.
DoVoss, James T. "United Staten Despatch Agent at Panama," American

Philatelie Congress, 32 110661. 137-45.
"Via Panama. Foruurding Agenta on the Isthmus" Collector'. Club

Philatelila. 49 0970/. 145-ff. (Enee
"Doubled Surcharge," Mekeel. 80 (March 2, 10671, 72. Scott 08401
Dumont, General G. A. L. Panama, Essay sue sea Timbres-Poste Surcharges

(19034905). 1Paria. Meteor. M. Poulot. 1931). (Reprints article from
Bulletin den Philatelistes( a 22 page essay disculaing the various sur-
charges up till 1906; includes several item. catalogued by Torre &
but not by Scott)

Eaton, John. 'The Perkin, Bacon Engraving Hooks 1900 to 1935. VIII Bal-
lets, Panama, Ecuedoro, Cuto Rica," London Philatelist, 73 (Feb., 15661.
40-41.

"F.1.P. Lcicele Blast at Panama, Philippines," American Philatelist. 82 Dec..1 •
19581, 1060.

V` "An F.l.P. Stetement on Issues of the Republic of Panama." American Phila.
tellat. 78 (Sept.. 19651, 925. [Dierusaet Peraterin etemp contract with N.
1'. firm for speculative issues./

"13 Centavo. Paname Fire Brigade Stamp lacks Denominetion Figure."
Western Sump Collector. 38 (March 26, 1963l, 1. (Scott C280; here-
after Western.)

"First Panamian Flight was on April 21, 1512." Om/where Stamp Journal. 36
(Aug-, 19521. 94-95. (Dismuses first air flight and the noutalgie return
to rename of its pilot 40 years later.)

.Fint. Set in Penman'. Popes Series Reported Ready of Release July 2,"
Western, 71 (Jon,' 12, 1956j, 1.

Foeke, Hermann. “Letter." Mekeel, 18 'Aug. 13, 15041. 266 (Scott F2, 11141.
etc. are mere minute and not real insties.)

"Formal Objection. to Panama Popes" Lien, 28 (April 11, 1955), 2.
Galves Manuel. "The tulle of Stamps of the Sociedad Colornbietu Pun-

Americana I5.C.P.1." Scott 17 Merc k, 1036 1. 24-25. (Defense of un
issued Columbue Dny stamp. of 1515 by a promoter.)

Gebniscr. Eugenio. The Air Poet of Colombia 	 (SCADTA). Crimea., Veit(
Editorial Suers 1063. 120 p. (Largely' rapine Kessler on "P" overprints.)

Gisburn, Harold G. D. The Postage Stamp. and Postal Hi.tory of the linham•
as. London: Stanley Gibbon., 1950. 144 p. (pp. 131, 137 cover * Pan-
1113ma transit marks)

Glaretenc, Erie. ";'enema and its Stamps," Strad SUMP Journal, 12 (Feb.,
19611. 143,-11. I GeneraL1

Gordon. Robert 3, '196(14889( Notes on U. S. Postal 5iten v ite in Pennine,"
American Philatelint, 75 /April, 10621, 331.

-. "Panama Transit Marks" Sta)ostee, 18 (Nov.-Dec., 1958), 1.

Hahn, Calvet 31. "A New Grenada Error and 1850 Panama." Linn, 39 (April
25, 19561, 16-17. (Not wen.)

Hahn, Manuel. "Old Panama( Cathedral Ruin.," 51ekeeL 51 (March 29, 1997),
1.

Harmer, Gordon R. "The Panama Popes," Scott, 37 ;Sept 19551, 120.
Heins, Rev, Henry H. The Numeral Cancellations of the British Empire.

London ( Robson Lowe, Ltd- 11061). 53 P.
Heydan, Frederick E. "Colors of Panama Surcharges," Melted. 18 (March

10, 10041, 94.	 (Explain. wide variety of overprint colors on Scott 61•64.)
- 	 "Current Telegraph and Revenue Sumps of Panema." Mekeel. 33 (July

12, 19101, 237-38. 11.j.efuly
-.	 "Letter," Mekeel. 16 (Sept. 17, Nov. 19, 1904), 306. 378. 1Dismases

Penmena stamp. used in Gaunt; Berbacoas, Paseo & Tuaracti.)
- "Letter,' Mekeel, 18 (Nov. 19, 1904), 378. ICIaima "Corona David"

handstamp wee en overprint, Inter merely a cancellation./
-.	 "Letter," Mekeel, 10 (April 1, 19051, 110. (Panama uses cancellations

for A.R. stamps in absence ofo special stamp,)
- "Letter," Mekeel, 19 (July 29, 19051. 254. 1"Cormos David" coed as

• "precancellation" in Into 1903.)
"Panama end Its Pontser Stamps" Mekeel, 32-36 (March 9, 1918-April

8, 19221. (Some 28 installments, later corrected and reprinted as Hey
don. Postage Stamps of Passe...)
-	 -The Panama Commemorative Issue of 1919," Stamp Collector.' Fort .

nightly, 26 (July 24, 1920), 236.
- "Panama 1904 Issue," Mekeel. 20 (July 14, 19061. 258. (Brief discus-

sion of errors.)
Huber, Henry E. "Panama Aire, 1930," Mekeel, 44 (Nor. 24, 12301, 739. (Scott

C1044 with quantities lined.)
Hunt, E. F. "Stepping Stones to Postal History;' American PhIletelist. 60

(Jan-. 1947), 299. (Brief comment on pre-1800 trans-isthmus moil.)
"Inverted Surcharge, - ' Stamp Collectors' Fortnightly, 56 (Jan. 14, 19501, 11.

(Scent CI 16a.)
Ireland, J. "The Stamps of Panama, as Collected in the Simple Life,' Pcmt•

age Steam 5 (Nov., 1909), 69-70. (Urges collector. to ignore all over .
pants and only collect basic steMps)

Johnson, J. Finest. "On the Pope Series," Weekly Philatelic Gossip. 60 ;Apr.
I,	 19351, 132.33. (Ream roP0f1-1

Rehr, A. "Panama Series Honoring Popu." Western, 30 1Feb. 22. 1953). 2.
(Not scan.)

licasler, F. W. The Air Post Sumps of Colombia. 1936 ed. Brooklyn. N. T.:
F. W. ;Crosier, (1935). 117 p. (Exceltent hot of known consular aver-

SCADTA.)
Kanwiser, H. R.	 "Panama Cans! Fru Mail," Stamp., 39 (June 2',

440. (French working on Panama Canal 1881-82 got free postage.)
Hoene, Albert F. The Story of Peomene Reflected in the Pastore Stamp lamer

of len. Philatelic Scriu ,e23. Washington( Pan Ainericen Union,
(19434 25 et (Short euays on Panama issues of 1042-44.)

Latin America. Calour Trials Sample Stamps (Waterloo). tie( Robson Lowe
(Bermuda) Ltd., 1969. 52 P. (List. items for sale with .erne illustra-
tions.)

Wotan. David. "Panama," American Philatell.S 68 1May, 1955), 533. 608.
iSampicions on Pope socket-1

- "Panama Cancels Part for Sump Production," Ameritan Philatelist
79 (Oct, 10651, 20421.



Linn, George W. "Hold on to your Hats." Linn. 27 (Feb. 28, 1969), 1. ICon-
demnation of Pope series.)

- "More on the Pape Stamps," Lion. 2A (July 114, 10901, 4.
- "Panama News," Linn. 28 (April 2:, 1955), 1.	 (Pope Neck. and Scott

C152)
- "That Pomona Issue," tins 28 (Mash 21, 191.51, 4. (Pope series.)
Loft John N. "The First Issue," American Journal of Philately. 17 I Feb.

15, 1904), 68-71. (Later incorporated into Loff's RA'h'x'TAT 13,0.)
- "Notes of the booth: Panama," Scott. 8 Irch., 192110. 321. (Scott

256.57.1
—. "Occupation.- S.IL 2 (Nov., 19211, 19. (Claim. Cuato Illea overprint-

ed Panama stamps during 1921 occupation.(
—. "A Reference List of the Starnes of Panama," American Jour.m1

Philately, 17.18 I Nov. IN. 1904-14 arch 30, 10091, I Serial ie.d version of
Luff's Reference List)

Melville, Frederick John. Phantom Philately: A Descriptive List of Stamp.
that Are Not What They Seem. Lucerne, Emile Bertrand, 1950o. 20.4p.
(Panama phantoms are covered on p. 15:14

Mitchell, Henry Dana. "The Airminente Thingamajig." Oxcart, 3 (July,
19631, 104.06_ (Costa Rk.. invasion a 1:21 104 to on overprint or. Coot.
Rica stamps. Mitchell chime (hot ovvrprint suppoxdly 001.114 On Pantos.
Sc. 'tamps but none have ever been confirmed.)

"More on the Pope Set from Panama," Western, 30 (April 4, 111 551, 4. (Not
te)	 seen.)
c. Mush, Robert Y. "Some New Facto about Panama's Controversial Pope Pies

Issue," Western. 31 (Dec. 8, 1956), 4.
Myer, John N. "The Aro.... Issue of Panonia." American Philatelist. 16

(Nov., 19421, 17. (Scott 277, CI9-20.1
- 'The Colon 'A.R.' Coneeltotion of Pato,. (Colo...L.' American

Isteliet, 53 (Sept., 1940), 804-05.
- "Colombi•—Stamps for Panama Fs. in Cases," ,American

63 (June. 1990), 704.05. (Coura was ordered ti. use Panama stamps after
March 24, 1903 because the two deportment. were both on gold 'Moduli.)

- "1878 10c," Spaniel, Stody Cleric Hallelin.	 01 p. 23.. (Not sc..)
- "The Normal School Issue of Pon..." American Philatelht, 5-4 (Aug.,

19411, 7214.311. (Scott 32 1), C53A•13.)
—. "The Postal Services of Du Colombnin Siete. and Departments." Am-

erican Ph(latelieL 51 (Nov., 1937), 13044.
- "Proofs of the Stamps of the Slate of Panama I Cillombl.)." Panay-

proof Journal, 2 (Jolt', 1945), 195-58.
- "Reprints of the 1878 Issue of Pnnamo." .1merican l'hilatelint. 62 (Jan.,

1950). 266-7 11. ;A must for distinguishing s('rint. from original. of
first issue.)

"New Panama Error," Gibbon', Stamp Monthly, 2: 1Jan., 1956), 54, (Scott
C8-1a.1

"Now Philatelic Research," Mereary Scamp Journal. 5 {Sept, IVO). 159.
IC. S.P.A.). overprint no 1D, stamp doh- Ott OriVinol plates an is not a
forgery or Inkv.)

"Notes." )merino Journal of Philately, it (Dot. I,	 111951, 190. (Newly di.
rovcry4 casein., of IVA surcharg•..)

'Panama." American Journal of Philately, 7 (1), ,, 21, 18911, 1301-30. Mists
known error, and s i ms, of 1894 surcharges.)

Anicrican loon,.) of Ph i la rely, 18 (July 30, Aug. 211. 15051, 373,

302, (New printings of Scott 76, 76.1
-Panama," ,km clean Journal of Philately, 16 (Dee. 15, 1902), 428 .31, (Pro•

Arm ;troche/L..1i.)
-Panama,' American Journ.i l . 11 Phil.tely, 19 (1906), I15, 139, 177, 217. IScoLt

181.84 and verietica.j
'Tamenea," Fwmay-Proof Journal. 9 (April, 1952), 116. (Emmys and proofs of

Scott 15-21.0
"Panama," London Phibtelbt. 23 (1914), 176.77. (Scott 204-12.)

Mekvel.	 (June 21, July A, 1905), 211, 230. (Discusses cancella-
Liu. "Ecoorlo and its origins.)

-Panama," klekerl, 19 'Sept. 9, 11)05), 302. IlltlenaVentttra, Canna .till
Pinion. stomps in July, 1905.)

"Ponailia," Wheel, 25 (April 8, June 90, 1911), 126, 200. (Postal nitationery.)
haw.," !Hebert. 51	 (July 14, 19171, 235, (Scott 16 de

"Panama," Pan .tmerican PhilatelieL 2 (Feb., 19561, 91. (Scott 401-63,
C195-569

"Panama." l'hilatelic (Montle. 4 (March, 1914), 61. (Scott 202.)
-Panama." Scott. 4 I0c1-., 1923), 154159. (Scott 233 & varieties.)
"Panama,' Scott. 7 (July, 19261. 99. (Scott 244-65.)
"Panaram," Scott, 10 April. 1929), 35. (Scott CI.1
"Panama," Scott, 12 (Jam, 19331, 285. (Scott C169
-Panama," Scott. 18 (Starch, 1937), 3. (Scott C16-C16A.1
"Panama," Stanley Gibbous Monthly Journal, 10 Ma y 31, 1900), 246. (Pro-

visional registration overprint.)
"Panama." Stienley Gibbons tIonthly Journal, 14 (Jan. 30, 1904), 139. (In-

teresting oxplanatioa of most varieties of Scott 01-619
-Panama Abend.. l'opoes Priep-el," Weetern. 20 (May 3, 1956), 1. (Not seen)
"Plenum. Appoint. New York ...icy to Handle Stamps, • Wester.. 37 (Jan.

ttl, 1962), 3. (Insmati.al Philatelic Agency.)
-Panama All 1916 Issue," Stott. I (No.., 1020). 4. (Notes existence In sheet

form of AR'Colon in oval overprint on Scott 13.)
"Ponamo: I/ 0.01 for 1057," Scott. 46 (Ansi. 1959/. 31. (Scott 388.)
•• Panurna Cancels 1... 7 tlekeel, 49 Itlet. ;94, 1939), 524. (Columbus Dor

issue stopped.)
"Paw. Centennial Stamp," Philatelic Girette, 3 (Sept.. 1913). 273. (Scott

202)
''Parinnin Coors.. an Error," Scott, 30 (April, 19491, 61. Scott 344 replaced

by 365.1
"Panama Cyclops on &Cleft," S.)l. 30 (Nov., 19571, 174. ISeott CI49 S

CI88 varbelie..)
"Panama 1/eheys Pius Seri.," %extern. 30 (March IS, 1955), 11 (Not seen,)
-Panama: Eisenhower Misprint; stmt. 39 (Dee., 1958). 199. (Scott C171

with 0157 on bock.)
"Thnesna Fnir Issue." Scoll. no (Nov., 19565. 175. (Scott C206, 0208, C298.9
.-Pnnama 20)03.04 OVerprintli, ' London Philatelist, 13 (Jan., 19041, 10. (Con-

d•mns freak overprint...)
"Panuma Nine. 'Porno' Series." Linn. ..1. 9 [April 18, 1959), 1.

Pan•rnn Overprint Error." Scott. 42 (Nov.-Ile g., 1)151), 2)1. (Scott 374, :[79-
61),1

-Pomona Overprint. 11.1.1 For ged Goon Friedl Certificate." American
73 tJune. 10601, 041-45. 	 14`.E.PA.L over-mint on ('217 19 e2191,1

-l innunin Philatelic	 Pros•ts Allrer.l Ilinhandling of New Issue,"
Stamp, 1.2)• (Nov. 2. 1511.1). 222.21. (Glenn overprint corgered by ono

C
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'Panacea 'Pope' Set. Debayed," Mekeel, 94 (March 11, 1955), 74.
-Panama Sheet Lack. 30e," Scott, iu March, 1950.1. 7. (Scott C212.4
-rename Surcharge Missing." Scott, 38 (Boy. 19061, 63. (Scott 009.1
"Panama Surcharge. of 1031." Nekeel, 48 (Der. 3. 19341, 593. [Regular post-

age stomps surcharged for revenue use.)
"Panama U-P.1/, insert," Scott, 20 (Morels, 19591, 25- !Scott E115.)
"Panarna'a 'Pope Pius' Series." Western, 32 (Sept as, 19561. 4.
"Penaosian	 Stall, 34 (May. 1953), 57. 1Scott OM C844
"Pariarnian Inverts" Scott 31 (Oa., 11501, 221. (Scott 345, 367.)
"Parusmien Stamp lrregvlarities" American PhDaleliat 83 {Jay. 19691. 879-

74, (Rurspean firm printed unauthorized version.. of rurrent Panama
stamps in different colors, values, and perforation. from oriatoshal

Pearl lloward L. "Panama Popes Serie. Defended by Sponsor," Western,
36 (March 26, 1935), 4. 	 Not .ten.)

Perry, E. -Panama Transit" Pastel Markings, 3 (Jay, 1913), 166. IN. S.
postmarks for Via Pename Mail.)

Perry. J. C. "Letter." Melee]. 20 (May 12. June 9, 19061. 184, 217- 	 Scott
18141)

v linstiateiomenia." SUMP, 142 M arch 16, 19681, 647. (Stott C107.)
Phillips, Frank. "New Imams and Discoveries . Panama," Glibbum Slump

Weakly, 8 1Aug. 29, 199111, 143-14. (Scott 185. 187, 6. 189 on rover. with
inverted center.	 Coven appear

Poole. Bertram W. H. "First Stamps of Panama,' Western. 23 (Aug. 14,
lastm , 9. /Basic article, Ignorant of research done by Lisa, tleydon.
Myer, etc.)

"Popes issue." P.O American Philateliet 2 (June, 19561, 146. (ln Spanish.)
&Alit!, L. N. -1311rcers of Panama." Mokeel, 47 4.51ay 8. 19331, 222. (Discus-

aes known example., auction side., and postmarks imerly
"Report from Federatian Internationale de Phdatelir on '45 Meeting," Stamp.

132 (Sept. 4, 19301, 277.7a. (Condemns Panama •a inp contract/
- Robert J. Linn Farming Pan-American rbaNulic Agency," Stamps" 11.3

(Jan. 13. 1992), 70. 1Lyon him 10 year contract for Panama stamps.)
Rosenthal!, Rahhi William. "Senor David Fidangue de Castro," Judaic. Phil-

italic Journal, 2 /May, 49861, 230-31. (Biographical akerch of man cop.
rearing on Scott 4534

Rueth, Carl P. "Lots of People, on our Sick," Linn, 29 (July 11. 10581, 4-
(Peaple oppose PRIINInn Pope. Maur)

- "More Aber) the Fannin.. Popes," Linn, 23 (July 9, 1956/, 4.
- "The Panama Poopcs Strit.," Linn, 29 (July I. 1956), 4,
- "Wait - ll You Read This" Linn, 29 /July' 23. 19561..L (Panuria talk

about a 1-111,2 of 011 Presidents of all the American republics.)
-galas. Of Nnam.,, Pope Pius Stamp. Show only 8,854 Full Sete Exist" West-

ern, 32 I Feb. 10. 1557/. 1.
Schay. GaeLave. "Panama, The AcknowledgnaML of Receipt Stump•," Amer .

ken Philatelic Cangrein Doak 29 11961). 11426. (-A must for nil scrl,o.
collators.)

- "The grgiairation Stamp! of Panniers" American Philsietic Congress
Bonk, 27 00011, 16747.	 (Exeollent)

Scherker. C. A. "Penmen... 1931 Columbus Day lesUe," American I • hilaie3 at,
49 INOV., Iparo, so.

Segnitz, Paid M. "Aspinwall Cancellation." Philately, Li tier. 20. 19/6/, 102.
11ILimtrate. Aspinwall cancellation in 1886.1

Snyder, Willard I'. "From Fear Lands" Postal Markings, 5 151arch, 10901,
115. (Illustrates a Pur ina Transit postmark from 1890.1

-Some Notes on Panama,' PhIlaielic World. I (Feb.. PON], 57. (Errors or.
Scott 70 61.1

'Sponsors insist Popes' Series will Appear," Vtemlmn. 30 (May 14, 1915), 4-
(Not Nee.)

Stereos, Roan A. - tn,.nntlni Panama Oeerprint," Amerie. 	 15
(May, 19621, 881 (Stott RA41.)

-. "Panama 130 Istramt in Error," Scat, 38 Won., 19E81, 221 (Scott 409.1
-•-. "Some Vedette. on Panama leaves." Stamps, 107 (May 2, 1909/. 174-75.

(Errors on Scott 405, C173. and Bromsels Fair issuesI
• The Status of the Panama Airmail Cover.... (Lindbergh Covers), • AMC/-

teas Philatelist, 52 (Play, 1929), 515, (Scots Cl covers not part of Lind-
bergh flight no not backalamPed-)

Stiles, Rene T1.	 "The Glorious. Monument." Seer., 2 (Feb., 10221, 17. 	 (Stott
221-31.)

Stirling, David M. "Swarm Curious Weeds .. Part IG 51911 Panama," Linn. 37
(Fob. 88, 1965), 23.	 (Columbus Day nevi

'Scene Cunou. Weeds; Part 26 :1911 Panama," Linn, S9 /Oct. 111,
1968i. 41.	 it'ansmit C•as1 local, of DNS.)

Stitt Oihden, William C. "Iiritinh Post Office Abroad, Panama Transit,"
Stever Lewes 59 (March-Apr!), 19671. 39-00

Tharp, Prescott H. "Notes," Seat. 10 (March, 19331, 2 (Scott 280-63.1
"Notes,. Stott 16 (Dec, 10361, 83 .34. iColumbum Dag ,/

(Tappan, George L.I "Panama and its Ran Sinister," Animism] Journal of
Philately, 17 (Mach 15, 1314), 95-66. iCancltinns then current practice
of allowing stomp dealers to create own varieties among Panama hand-
stamp pros i•ion.101-1

Trachtenberg, R. 	 "Forgeries, Newfoundland, New Zealand, 7.4etherlandg , Pid•
emine, Panama 	 " Air Mail Newa, (July, 11301- (Not seen-)

Trcillem, Robert O. "Panama and the Panama Canal," Scott 23 (May-June,
19421, 44-07, 129-31. (Story of budding of canal, illustrated by 1.5.551:55
atamps - 1

.• 13atted Natrona Find," American Philatelist 73 I April, 19001, 499. 	 (Scott
C217 overprinted C.E.P.A.L.)

"Unsold Supplies of Pope Pine	 are Destroyed Jan. 2 in i.e..... Oity,"
Western, 82	 (Jon. 19, 10571, 8.

vVarietlea on Panama'. U. N. Anniy. Maur" :Helmet 91 (Aug. 27 , 1011/, 71-
Ward, Philip	 Jr. "Panama, The Inane of 11106," Collector". Club l'hila-

MN/at. 27 1fispril•July, 19481, 51-29, 4150. 1Erce/lent well illustrated.,
Weiss, Harry.	 "The Inside Straight." Weekly Philatelic COMIP, 80 1 April 21.

19801, 230.	 (Panama Popes - )
Wiflirons, L N.	 and 3 .1. Williams Cinderella Stamp.. London: Heinemann.

o	pl o. 182 p.
llyhe, William W. "An Old Problem;' Waters, 80 (March 23, 19551, 4. r N.. •

seen.)
-. "Panama's Pope Pit, Series-Sono Peraunal ObeermitIons," Western,

31 &Aug. 7, 09501. 4. fllest article on Panama Pores/
Itinnine Inter. HarlanC.	 "Souvenir Sheet.: Panama." 8pcirty rf 	 SE (el

.ttneritann, 2 !April, 1919), 2743. 1Scoll C167a.1
Zweiferh.	 "Panama Stamps Used before the Republic' . Collerior's flub

Phi/audio.	 12 I Nov,. 13631. 341. (13041 account of varloue types of
stamps owl In Panama before 1903.)
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C0PACARTA	 NoVtABLft 1983

SPACE FILLEh3

These last three months have been quite exciting. Although
we have relocated nine times in the last thirty years this is the
first time that the move has not been handled (and paid for) by
my employer. With the help of my son, who flew in from San Diego
to help drive the truck across country, we handled this one our-
selves including reducing our household goods from those needed
in a five bedroom house to those that were worth hauling across the
country.

Eleven of these pages were finished and printed in Falls
Church before our departure in order to take advantage of the
very reasonable 3g a page rate of the Welsh Printing Co. I want
to thank James henna and Victor Fischer for material submitted for
this issue. I also wish to acknowledge our debt of gratitude to
Edward Thomas for his work in preparing the Panama bibliography.
I corresponded with him this spring and learned that he is no
longer collecting Panama. If anyone is interested in upaating
the bibliography from 1976 to 1983, please let me know.

This issue initiates Viellew feature, Market Reports. In
addition to a dealer's pJrspective of the market for our area, I
hope to publish auction results. We will also publish auction
announcements if they are received early enough to permit timely
publication.

I am a bit disappointed by the response to the first
PREGUNTAS column. If you haven't looked over your holdings yet
for dated cancels, it is still not too late. Larry Crain needs
help, if he is to assemble definitive information on this subject.

I have never seen the full story of the "Arias" issues of
Panama ( the 1964-8 issues not listed by Scott). Can anyone
fill this gap with the full story of the contract, its cancel-
ation and the subsequent legal actions in Panama?

CLASSIIIED
Ad rates' Per Line. One insertion $.50. Four insertions $1.50

Display Ads. Business card size only. One insertion
$1.54. Four insertions $5.40.

WANTED: Colombia stamps 1885-1904 cat under $1.00 showing a legible
dated cancelation. Paying .50% Scott. J. Cross Box 224) El Cajon CA

WANTED: Machine overprinted consulars. EU 150 N.Y. print: also 200
Reg P 20O Reg; Mint

WANTED. Machine overprinted Gonsulars. EU 15 C. N.Y. print; also 20 
c.
	

. =3lP 20 c. Reg.; mint preferred. Gerard Marque, 24030 Glen Ridge, Novi MI 46050

ETAMP5 OF ALL LATIN Anmenr. 'AN COUNTRIES
../7[1, AO% &cu . .,	• 	 NN 80% Sr,,

PANAM

1 

BOX 2245 EL CAJUI 	 CA 92021

28
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COPAPHIL NEWS

This has been a good quarter for membership. Thanks primarily to the
efforts of our Vice President Deborah Friedman who prepared publicity releases
in national publications we have eighteen new members. A warm wlcuule to:

1Helen Alzate
Alvaro Barriga
Walter Blell
Jerrold I. Bodoff
Harry A. Eisenstein
James A. Faught

Dr. Eli Goodman
Glenn E. Goodrich
Jose Joaquin Marinho
Anthony E. marks
Brian Mborhouse
Arnold E. Plata

Alex Rendon
William E. Restrepo
Richard H. SAlz
W. E. Shelton
Arthur R. Tolp Sr.
Jairo Vanegas

Our first annual meeting will be held at WESTPEX in San Francisco area
on May 12-14th 1984. This event has been held for many years at the Jack Tar
Hotel, however due to a fire this year's show will he at a new location.
Unfortunately, as we go to press I do not have the latest information
concerning the show. Memhers who plan to attend should write to me, to the
WESTPEX Chairman, or to Robert Dietz IV who is serving as our liaison with
kESTPEX. I apologize for the short notice, but it was necessary to make a
quick decision. Fourteen of our 75 members are residents of California and
there are three additional nembers in Oregon, Washington and Arizona. This is
the largest geographical group at this time.

We are looking for bids for the 1985 meeting. Florida would he a good
location as we have a number of members there and it should be easier for our
members in Latin America to attend.	 If one of our Florida mmbers is
interested in serving as liaison, please write me prior to our May meeting. I _
am going to propose that the 1986 fleeting be held in Chicago in conjunction
with the International Exhibition.

Our annual meeting plans include the business meeting to be held on
Friday afternoon and the first of what I hope will be a fine series of annual
"oamidas" Friday evening. The ouphasis at the latter will he on food, fun and
fellowship. On Saturday afternoon 	 will offer an educational program open
to the general public. In addition there is the WESTpEx banquet and many
other events planned by the WESTPEX oannittee.

Our first COPAPHIL auction list is being distributed with this issue.
We have 50 nice lots including some seldom seen specialized Panama overprints.
Many members indicated a desire to purchase at group auctions in our initial
survey of interests, so let's make this auction a success. We have allowed 40
days to closing fram the date of this issue. If any of our overseas members
do not receive the list in time, please
let the Auction Manager know and we will
leave a longer interval for the next
auction. Members who did not consign
material for this auction, but are
interested in doing so at the next auction
should let the Auction Manager know to
assist him in planning for the next
auction. We will have at least one
auction annually and will consider
semi-annual auctions if the interest
warrants.
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THE 1000 DAYS 
by Jim Cross

(Continued from November 1983 issue)

The period from July 1900 to October 1901 was marked by guerrilla warfare in
most of Colombia with the exception of the Department of Antioquia. Rebel forces
were especially active in the Department of Cauca where a Liberal force operated for
many months under an especially picturesque leader. The fighting might have
continued indefinitely it the rebels had not decided to make a frontal attack on
Popayan. This was an ill conceived plan that resulted in a defeat much in the
manner of the battles of Bucaramanga and Panama in 1899. The rebel leader was
killed and rebel activity rapidly declined thereafter.

Another uprising was also attempted in Cucuta with the assistance of
sympathetic Venezuelans. Although this met with initial success, the government
forces were soon able to defeat the rebels and drive the remnants of the attacking
forces across the border. Hostilities also were resumed in the Department of
Bolivar where a new force of liberals commanded by General Pardo again began a
campaign in the Magdalena River lowlands. Finally in October the Liberal forces
were surrounded and forced to surrender. Although some members of the government
wanted to take a "hard line" and bring the Liberals to trial on charges of treason,
the government commander in the field offered terms similar to those offered at
Appotemax to end the U.S. Civil War. Surrendering officers were pardoned and
paroled on their word of honor that they would not engage in further hostilities.

The second Bolivar campaign made necessary an additional provisional issue of
stamps for use in the coastal departments. The issue consisted of a 1 centavo stamp
in black on white paper and a two centavo stamp in black on rose colored paper.
one of the major catalogs list the date or printer of this issue. I have a
reference in my library consisting of two pages from an unknown steno journal of the
period. The first part of the article is on page 212 and reads as follows:

"A friend has shown us a copy of Registro de Bolivar, which contains a copy of
a contract entered into between the government of Colombia at Cartagena, and a
printer, for the supply of a small lot of provisional lc and 2c stamps. It will be
seen that the government pays $2,400 in Colombian currency for four hundred thousand
stamps, or at the rate of $6 per thousand. If we take into consideration that our
government pays at the rate of 8 cents per thousand, our readers will be able to
form some idea of the present value of paper money in Colombia. The contract reads
as follows:

JOI.Aycardi, National Postal Agent at Cartagena, duly authorized by the Civil
and Military Chief of the Department, under notice No. 657, issued on June 26th of
the present year from the Department of the Treasury, and Enrique E. Delgado, in his
own name, have made the following agreement:

1st. Enrique E. Delgado agrees to manufacture two hundred thousand
postage stamps of 1 centavo and the same quantity of 2 centavos, for the sum of
$2,400, legal and current money, the cost of paper,perforation and gumming to be at
his expense.

2d. The color of the postage stamps shall be different from the previous
provisional issues, and Delgado agrees to sutmit samples before proceeding with the
printing.

3d. The account which is to be presented by Delgado shall be certified
by the Postal Agent, and paid by the deparbiontal administration of the National
Treasury of this niece, on the order of the Civil and Military Chief of the
Department.
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The second part appears on page 249. The first two paragraphs read as
follows:

"We have now received the provisonal 1 and 2c stamps, in relation to which we
published a decree in the last number of the JOURNAL.

The stamps are very rough engravings, printed in sheets of one hundred. Each
horizontal strip of five is surcharged (sic) in violet ink with a double rectangle,
851nn. long, containing the letter "s" repeated 15 times. This surcharge is not
quite the full width of the five stamps surcharged, so that, while in the three
central specimens it runs across the entire stamp, it covers somewhat less than half
of the width of the extreme right and left hand stamps. There appears to be two
varieties of this hand-stamp,--one having three horizontal lines at the bottom and
the other only two. There are also two smaller handstamps, one 33mm. long and
containing three letters "s" and the other 23mn. long, and containing a single "s".
These smaller hand stamps appear to have been applied to stamps which had been
missed by the large surcharge."

The contract does not indicate when the provisonal stamps were to be
delivered, but it can be assumed that it was shortly thereafter, probably in July.
1901. These stamps were used primarily on local letters and newspapers. Covers are
quite scarce. The used copies that I have seen are cancelled in Cartagena. The
earliest date seen is 22 Set 1901 on a used pair, but most of the cancelations show
the large Cartagena CDS and do not show a t.itplete date.

Barriga indicates that the sheets were printed in five passes with a cliche of
twenty subjects, 2 rows of 10 subjects each. The printings were separated by a
horizontal line 5rnm. below the second row of stamps. Due to faulty placement of the
sheets for subsequent passes, stamps exist in which the horizontal li,.e either shows
immediately above the design or even passes thru it. The paper quality of the issue
is very poor and it is easy to damage the stamps while removing hinges. The rose
colored paper of the 2 centavo stamp cones in many shades ranging from (lark rose to
buff. Parriga lists the following varieties of both the 1 and 2 centavo stamps:

Imperforate.
Imperforate vertically.
Pair imperforate horizontally between
Control mark missing
Imperforate with control mark missing
Control Mark Inverted
Control Mark Double
Stamp shows the sheet dividing line on the
Stamp shows the sheet dividing line across
Control mark with triple line on the lower      

margin
the design
border

In addition Barriga lists the 2 centavo imperforate horizontally and double
perforations horizontally. The article quoted above indicates that other versions
of the handstanp also exist. It seems that the control mark was applied at the
postal agency to validate the stamp as having been sold by the agency. Similar
control marks were used on the previous provisional issues and again on the 1902
Cartagena issues. It cannot be determined whether the stamps with missing control
marks were overlooked by the postal agency or represent additional copies illegally
printed and sold to stamp dealers. Stamps without control marks do not seem to
be. as common as the Scott catalog price would indicate.
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CATADOG REFFItENcES FOR STAMPS OF COLOMBIA

The purpose of this article is to briefly describe types of philatelic
material issued by Colombia and to cite catalog references for each. Sane of these
references are out of print or difficult to locate. Xerox copies may be obtained
from the American Philatelic Research Library.

Postage Stamps. Scott, Michel, Minkus, Gibbons, Yvert, Barriga and Temprano
catalogs list this material. Gibbons lists specific perforation types of the
1887-1895 issues and also the types of the numeral issue of 1904. Barriga and
Temprano list more errors and varieties than the other catalogs. Barriga contains
illustrations to aid in detection of forgeries of early issues.

Airmail Stoups. Kessler was the first catalog of these stamps and is the
basis for many of the later publications. Gebauer updates this material thru 1966.
There is more English text for most issues. Gebauer & London() is a further updating
of the listings. It lists flight covers and Departmental Express stamps as well.
The Sanabria catalog lists air mail stamps thru 1965 including many erros and
varieties.

Consular Airmail Stamps. These are regular SCADTA airmail stamps overprinted
with country initials. They were sold in selected Colombian consulates from
1927-1935. Alen used on mail toget0er with postage stamps of the originating
country they paid for airmail service from Barranquilla to inland destinations.
These are listed in Sanabria, Barriga and Gebauer & Landon.

Local City Posts. Operated in Manizales and Medellin. Listed in Yvert.

Cubiertas. These are large franked Labels used for mailing internal
registered mail within Colombia from the 1860's until the first decade of this
century. These are listed in Higgins & Gage, however this catalog does not contain
all types, especially of the Official Cubiertas. More complete listings are found
in Trifet.

Telegraph Stamps. Listed by Yvert, Barriga, Temprano and Iliscocks.

Revenue Stamps. Forbin lists most material issued prior to 1912 including
the states and departments (Colombia pp.254-267, Panama pp. 619-20). There are
numerous errors and emissions and Panama is especially incomplete. However, it is
the best reference available and the numbering system is in common use. Morley
lists some material to 1904 that is not included in Forbin, especially Panama issues
(pp. 113-123). The illustrations are generally clearer than Forbin. There is no
catalog of revenue issues after 1912.

Postal Stationery. Colombian Postal Stationery includes Stamped Envelopes,
Post Cards and special stamped envelopes for use on riverboat and railway mail. The
Ascher catalog is the first extensive listing of the stationery and is the basis for
the later listings in Higgins and Gage. The numbering system in Higgins & Gage, 2nd
Edition is used by most dealers.

No Hay Estampillas labels. These are labels prepared to implement the postal
regulations which required the phrase "no hay estampillas, pago $n.nn" and the
administrators signature to be placed upon mail when stamps were not available.
These labels are of little value except when tonafidely used on cover. They were
listed by Scott prior to 1975 and spaces are provided for them in older albums.
Cancelled to order labels sere sold to collectors. Note: these markings were
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usually hand-written on the covers; a rubber stamp with space for entry of the
amount paid was used for this purpose in Barranquilla.

Private Local Posts. Approximately thirty private local posts have existed in
Colombia. Hurt and Williams list this material.

Bibliographic listings of the cited references follow:

Ascher, Siegfried, Grosser Ganzsachen Katalog. Band II, Teil V. Boma: 1927.

Barriga A. Catalogo Especializado, Estampillas de Colombia. Filatelia
Colombia, Bogota. Annual editions.

Collin & Calman. A Catalogue for Advanced Collectors of Postage Stamps,
Stamped Envelopes and Wrappers, Part II. Scott Stamp and Coin Co. New York, 1890.

Forbin, A. Catalgue de Timbres-Fiscaux, 3rd Edition. Yvert & Miller, Amiens
1915.

Gebauer, Eugenio and Londono, 3airo. los Primeros Cincuenta Anos do Correo en
Colombia. Bogota 1975, 326 pages.

Gebauer, Eugenio. Tne Air Post of Colombia. Caracas c. 1966 126 pages.

Gibbons. Priced Postage Starry Catalog, Part 20 South America. London.
Latest Edition 1980.

Higgins and Gage. Stibrld Postal Stationery Catalog, Section 3 "C" Countries.
Classic Philatelics, Huntington Beach CA. 2nd Edition, 1974

Hiscocks. Itlegraph & 7blephone Stamps of the World. London 1982.

Hurt and Williams. Handbook of the Private Local Posts. London 1950.

Kessler, F. W. Tne Air Post of Colombia. New York 1936.

Michel. MICHEL Uberseekata].og: Mittel-und-Noniamarika. Latest edition.

Minkus. New World–wide Postage Stamp Catalog, Latin America. Minkus
Publishing Co., New York. Latest edition 1980,

Morley, Walter. Catalogue of the Revenue Stamps of South America. London
l904.

Sanabria. The World Airmail Catalog. New York. Annual editions to 19G6.

Scott, Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalog, Volume II. Scott Publishing
Co., New York, annual editions.

Temprano, Teo. Catalogo Leo Temprano, Estampillas de Colombia. Bogota.
Annual edition.

Trifet, F. Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue, Boston, 1894.

Yvert & Tbllier. Catalogue de Timbres-Poste, Volume III: Outre-Mer. Paris.
Annual editions.
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ANSWER TO AUGUST  1983

Richard Peglar reports the Panama cancel #3 with killer 7 used on cover on 16
Jul 1886

ANSWFR  TO NOVFXDER 1983

No answers have been received to this question

FEBRUARY 1984 QUESTIONS

A number of members have submitted questions and therefore we are including
five questions in this month's column.

1. Six stamps of the 1883 issue of Colombia, Scott 117, 119-123 exist with a
handstamped double rectangle containing the phrase "Correspondencia a Debe" in two
lines (Figure 1) in black ink. The owner has heard that these were used in Panama.
Does anyone have information about this marking? Are there any covers with this
marking?

2. Can anyone furnish the official decrees establishing the postal rates in
Colombia at the beginning of the 1000 Days and any changes in postal rates which
occurred as a result of the inflation during or after the end of the war?

3. Tne wrapper illustrated on the front page of the November 1983 COPACARTA
was mailed by Pedro Bossio G. Covers originated by Sr. Bossio or his wife are quite
cannon and include covers with the provisional airmail stamps not listed by Scott,
Temprano 293-297 (Figure 2). Can anyone furnish more information about Sr. Bossio
and covers originatoi by him?

4. A member recently acquired a set of five stamps inscribed Republic of
Colombia, Correos de Panama. The 2 1/2c is illustrated in Figure 3. Additional
values are 5c, 10c, 20c and 1P. Does anyone have information concerning these
stamps? Are they "Cinderellas" or essays? When and by whom were they printed?

5. Handbook of Private Local Posts by Hurt and Williams shows the 5c and 10c
denominations of stamps issued by the French Panama Canal Co. A twenty centavo blu?
stamp also exists. Can anyone furnish information and a photocopy of this stamp?
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TYPES OF THE COLOMBIA ONE PESO OF 1864/1865 
by F. G. Larsen

Editor's Note: This article first appeared in Spanish in Bogota Filatelico
#7-8, July-October 1955. Translated by the editor.

This emission, together with other values in the series, was printed in Bogota
by Ignacio Medrano y Daniel Ayala, who contracted with government as indicated in
the document published in the Diario Oficial #105 of 1864, on page 379, the contract
having been signed on August 25, 1864. The sheet of the one peso value was composed
of 121 stamps, 11 rows of 11 subjects each. The lithographic plate was made from an
intermediate impression that that is made up of the six types. The first six
positions in each row are made up of types I-VI. Types I-V are then repeated in
positions 7-11 as follows:

I	 II	 III	 IV	 V	 VI	 I	 II III	 IV V

The horizontal row was entered 11 times on the stone and therefore each sheet
is ccuposed of 22 examples of Types I-V and 11 examples of Type VI. Used stamps are
cancelled almost exclusively with BOGOTA in oval in black ink or MEDELLIN FRANCA in
an ova] in blue ink. Cancelations of other cities are quite scarce. lb this time I
have seen manuscript cancelations of IBAGUE, CALI and other cities. Seven
counterfeits exist. Three of these are very well made, while the remaining 4 do not
offer difficulty to an infol4m,td philatelist. The characteristics of the six types
are as follows:

Type I	 - Serif of the numeral "1" is weak and poorly defined.
Foot of the numeral "1" is thick.
Point after PESO is thick, square and close to the ornament.
There is a thin comma over the point.

Type II	 - Serif of the numeral "1" is well defined and slightly curved.
The lower leg of the "E" in PESO extends to the left of the

vertical stroke.
Point is similar to Type I. 	 There is no mark over the point.

Type III	 - Serif of the numeral "1" is well defined, but shorter and closer
to the downstroke.

The point after PESO is a small vertical line.
The lower leg of the "E" in PESO extends to the left of the

vertical stroke, but less than in Type II.
The vertical stroke of the "E" in PESO extends below the line of

the lower leg.

Type IV
	 - The point after PESO is a small horizonatal line.

The lower leg of the "E" in PESO extends to the Left of the
vertical stroke, but the vertical stroke does not extend
below the line of the lower leg.

Type V

Type VI

- Serif of the numeral "1" is short and blurred.
The "0" of PESO is square.
All other features of Types I-IV are lacking.

- The "S" of PESO is thin and the upper part is much smaller
than the' lower Part._

The "0" in PESO is much taller and thinner than in Types I-V.
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TYPE I

TYPE IV

TYPr. 111

TYPE VI

BOOK REVIEWS 
by Deborah Friedman

Los Correos y Las Fetampillas de Cucuta y Del Norte de Santander.
Luis Raul Rodriguez Lamus.
Editorial Gente Nueva, Bogota 1983.
105pp. and 32 photo plates.

This is a remarkable book treating an area which is seldom written about. It
is well researched and has an extensive bibliography. It covers the prephilatelic
period to 1859 and includes chapters on the mail at the end of the 19th and the
beginning of the 20th Century, the provisional stamps of Cucuta, El Correo del
Ccmercio and the stamps of Santander and Cucuta. Tnere are also chapters on the
private mail services, including CMADA. The photo plates are of excellent quality,
many in color. Some of the covers illustrated are remarkable examples of usages
from this area.

De la Mula Al Avian, Campania Columbiana de Navegacion herea.
Guillermo Fchavarria Mises.
Servgraficas, Medellin, 1982.
97pp., illustrated.

This is an unusual little book written by one of the founders of the Campania
Colombiana. In his 90's, Senor Echavarria has written a very personal and detailed
history cf the rise and fall of the company. The material included is not only
fascinating, but also a signficant addition to what is already in print about this
operation. The text of such major documents as the by-laws of the company and the
first air mail contract is included. There are numerous heretofore unpublished
photos from Senor Echevarria's personal archives. Although the text is in Spanish,
there is a fair amount that can be gleanded with the most limited grasp of the
language.
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PANAMA STAMPS OF ME 1893 ISSUE USED IN CAUCA

This article summarizes information appearing in three short articles in
Mekeels weekly in 1904-5 and an article by John Myer which appeared in the American
Philatelist. At the end of the 1000 Days the paper currency of Colombia had
depreciated to a value of less than one centavo in gold currency. The gold currency
was still in use in the Department of Panama and in some towns along the Pacific
coast in the Department of Cauca. As a result the government ordered the use of the
special stamps for the Department of Panama to be extended to the other areas using
gold currency. The official decree is reproduced in the Myer article in the June
1950 American Philatelist. An English translation follows:

"DECREE NO. 375 of 1903
(March 24)

by which it is ordered that the postage stamps of the special issue which is
used in the Department of Panama be used in Barbacoas, Pasto, Tumaco and Tuquerres.

The Vice-President of the Republic, charged with the Executive Power, by
virtue of such legal authority and

CONSIDERING:
That in Barbacoas, Pasto, Tumaco and Tuquerres the postal service, employees,

and the carriage of correspondence, etc., are paid in metallic currency,
DECREES:

Sole Article. From the first day of April next, only the stamps of the
special issue used in the Department of Panama shall be used in Barbacoas, Pasto,
Tumaco and Tuquerres.

Paragraph. The National Postal Agency in the city of Panama, therefore, shall
supply with postage stamps the pPost Offices of the towns nentioned.

To be announced and published.
Given in Bogota, the 24th of March, 1903.

JOSE MANUEL MARROWIN
The Minister of Government

ARISTIDES FERNANDEZ"

The letters to Mekeels from Frederick Heyden indicate that the use of these
stamps continued in 1904 and 1905. It is not known whether this use continued until
the supplies were exhausted or whether it was terminated by a later decree. A cover
showing tha nse of the stamps in Tumaco in 1904 is reproduced below.

7
C/	 - 2 •	 OF 7/ .et."...7.-/iv ,c
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UNCATALOGED VARIETIES

This is a new feature in COPACARTA. The purpose of this column which will
appear whenever there is new information is to chronicle uncataloged varieties. For
the purpose of this column Scott catalog listings will be taken as the hasis. The
data appearing in this column will be computerized. Whenever new information is
reported it will be updated to the database to facilitate future publication of a a
specialized catalog. Tne source for these entries is the Editor's collection.

Scott 118 5c Blue on Bluish
e. Horizontal Pair imperforate between (Barriga 103b)

Scott 138 5p Orange Brown
a. Imperforate

Scott 140 10p Rose
a. Imperforate

Scott 152 10c Bistre Brown on Rose
a. Horizontal pair imperforate between (Barriga 138f)

Scott 156 5p Red on Pale Rose
a. Imperforate

Scott 157 10p Blue
b. Horizontal Pair Imperforate between

Scott 159 5c Red Brown on Salmon
b. Pair imperforate vertically

Scott 163 5c Red Brown on Salmon
a. Pair imperforate vertically (Barriga 153d)

Scott 164 10c Brown on Lilac Rose
a. Horizontal pair imperforate between

Scott 316 2c Rose
c. Pair imperforate vertically

ANTIOOUTA
Scott 94 2 1/2c Green

a. Pair imperforate horizontally

Scott 99 2 1/2c Brown
a. Vertical pair imperforate between

Scott H2 5c Slate
a. Diagonal pair imperforate between

CUNDINAMARCA

Scott 26 5c Olive Green
a. Horizontal pair imperforate between

Scott 27 10c Pale Brown
a. Horizontal pair imperforate between
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Box 15733
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USA
Elmhurst NY 11373

	
osA

Lantana FL 33462
	

USA
Wembley, 14'seX HAO 3TH England
Clifton NJ 07011

	
USA

Panama Zona 1
	

Panama
London OH 43140

	
USA

Los Altos CA 94022
	

USA
Bogota	 Colombia
Atlanta GA 30339

	
USA

Naples FL 33940
	

USA
S^ringfield MA 01107

	
USA

Cpalocka FL 33056
	

USA
Burlingame CA 94010

	
USA

Highland Park IL 60035 USA
Medford OR 97501

	
USA

El Cajon CA 92021
	

USA
Geneva IL 60134 USA
^an Francisco CA /4107 USA
Highland Park IL 60035 USA
Tucson AZ 85748

	
USA

Fresno CA 93072
	

USA
Inglewood CA 90301

	
USA

Waskom TX 75692
	

USA
Loudonville NY 12211

	
USA

Chatham NY 12037
	

USA
Ilion NY 13357
	

USA
Chalfont PA 18914

	
USA

Bogota
	

Colombia
Ashby MA 01431
	

USA
Seattle WA 98115
	

USA
Larvik 3250
	

Norway
Nashville TN 37205

	
USA

Davenport IA 52806
	

USA
Miami FL 33176
	

USA
Bogota
	

Colombia
San Antonio TX 78230

	
USA

Boyertown PA 19512
	

USA
Bogota
	 Colombia

Mexico D.P. 10200
	

Mexico
Saratoga CA 95071

	
USA

San Jose CA 95125
	

USA
Kent WA 98031
	

USA
Le .. Angeles CA 90049	 USA
Bogota
	

Colombia
Baltimore MD 21 218

	
USA

New York NY 100 13
	

USA
Manaus Amazonas 69000

	
Brazil

Dallas 1% 75214
	

USA
Lincoln NE 6850 2	 USA
Obsonia PA 150 44	 USA
Panama Zona 7
	

Panama
Oak Ridge TN 37830

	
USA

Redlands CA 92723
	

USA
Fort Lauderdale FL 33326 USA
Oyster Bay NY 11771	 USA
Sevierville TN 37862	 USA
Toronto Ont MIT 2741	 Canada
Marble Falls TX 78654	 USA
San Francisco CA 96356 USA
San Antonio TX 78209	 USA
Addison IL 60101	 USA
Lubbock TX 79413	 USA
Christiana PA 17509	 USA
Fort Myers FL 33902	 USA
Los Altos CA 94022	 USA
Astoria NY 11105	 USA
State College PA 16801 USA
APO Miami FL 34002	 USA

ADDITIONS. 
Barriga, Alvaro
Marque. Gerard
Menton, Seymour
Moorhouse, Brian
Salz, Richard H.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
Saunders, Charles L.

Apartado 53.404
240)0 Glen Ridge Ct.
2641 Basswood SI.
box 3
60 27th Avenue

Colombia
USA
USA

Englam
San Francisco GA 94121	 USA

Boi;ota
Novi la 48050
Newport Beach CA 92000
bourne. Lincs. PE10 9EF

1390 W. Main Apt 1815 Euless TX 76039	 USA
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MARKEr REPORT

The most expensive stamps are not always the most difficult to find. I had the
opportunity to attempt to fill the want list of an advanced Latin America collector
early in January. The collector lacks only about 500 mint stamps for completion.
The Colombia list includes Scott 273, 274, 329, 466a, 403. Antioquia includes
31-33, 35-37, 40-43, 82-83, 86-88 and 112. Bolivar included 63a-b-c-d, 64a-b-d-e,
65a, 67c-d-e, 69a-b-c-d, 71, 73-76, F10, H1, 13 and 14. Cundinamarca lacked only
32. Santander lacked 101-113.

The October 21-22 Bruce Ball Auction of Latin Pgerica contained 45 lots of
Colombia and 92 lots of Panama chiefly from the Ted Helmholz collection. 131 lots
were sold and one was withdrawn. Prices realized showed the strong market for
better material from our area of interest, especially for the provisional issues of
Panama. Interest was especially strong in Panama covers, seventeen of which fetched
more than the estimate. Scme of the higher prices realized were (first price is
sales price, second is catalog value or estimate):

COLOMBIA
Scott 8 * $190/$275	 Scott 13 Used VF $240/$475
Scott 323-4 Used $100/$130 	 Scott 436 Used VF $350/$525
Scott C24 Used $300/$550	 Scott C37 Used VF $220/$375
Scott C68-79 Used VF $180/$262.30
Lot of 168 used Barranquilla issues $350/$42G.45

PANAMA
Scott 66 * Dried Gum $150/$85	 Scott 106 * Part Gum $105/$85
Scott 139 * Paper Rem $65/$60 	 Scott 157 * Part Gum $125/$120
Scott 158-9 * FVF Sgd $130/$120 	 Scott C17A * VF $80/$85
Scott F10-11 Used $75/$85	 Scott F22 * Thin $110/$l00
Scott F25 Tiny Thin $100/$65 	 Scott H2O * $80/$90
Scott 11 Pr+Sgl on cover to U.S,1888 w/City of Para in ms $250/$50
Scott F5 on cover w/19 (2 covers) $210/$75 and $230/$100
Scott 14(2)+Colombia F13&H3, Chinese cover to S.F. via NY $400/$100
H&G 2a revalued 5 on 10c for C.Z. use but rejected and used in Panama, legal

size $475/$175

There ware a few bargains in the auction including:

Colombia Scott 9 Used Cut Close at right, but appears nice in photo $40/$225
Colombia Scott C11 Used F $28/$300, C12-6 Used one stamp creased $26/$101
Panama Scott Cl6A * F $50/$200, C19 * Tissue paper adhering $52.50/$275

A lot of the Panama popes set including a wnplete mint set, six used singles
and four covers want for $10 versus Minkus catalog value of $150 for the mint set
alone.

BRUCE W. BALL AUCTIONS
Specialists in U.S. & Latin America
since 1912.
Public auctions. Private Treaty,
Consignments welcome.
P.O. Box 338 Spanish Fort, Ala, 36527

Ph (205) 626 3036

FIL-PANAM
Box 2245

El Cajon, CA. 92021

POSTAGE STAMPS
OF LATIN AMERICA

Jim Luz Cross
(619)•561-4959
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SPACE FILTERS

This issue has been prepared on a TRS-80 Modal II minieet	 iluter using the
SCRIPSIT word processing program. This has enabled re to set the type for most of
the pages using 12 characters to the inch and thus increase the amount of
information by 20% without increasing the size of the publication (and the postage
costs). lbe membership file of the organization has also been entered on the
ccmputer and most of the copies of this issue are mailed with mailing labels
prepared from this file. It also permitted me to prepare the membership roster
which appears on page 41.

My thanks to Dr. Jamas Heine for alerting me to the misspelling of the nare of
Gustavo Schay in the August issue. The hare is also misspelled in the Panama
bibliography which appeared in November. The first part of an article by Dr. Helm
on the Fourth Provisional issue of Panama will appear in the next issue of the
journal. There will also be a three page article by .lames Hanna and Ernesto
Arosemena on the Panama postal markings during the Colombian period. This article
was submitted in answer to the August PREGUNTA.

On this same subject, Lawson Entwistle, author of the award-winning study of
the Canal Zone postal markings has offered to prepare a similar study of the Panama
postal markings of the Colombian period and the provisional issues of Panama from
1903 to 1906. Any member having stamps or covers showing these markings is urged to
contact Mr. Entwistle at 10,000 East Broadway, Tucson AZ. 85748.

We have received a donation of Volume 20 of Bogota Filatelico (1973 issue).
It contains 46 pages with several interesting articles including the original of
Walter Blell's article on surcharged post cards which was translated in the November
COPACARTA. It is available for $1.60 post-paid. Payment may be made in mint U.S.
postage stamps.

Member Alan Anyon is working on the plating of the Manizales local post
issues which will be the subject of a forthcoming article in COPACARTA. He needs
help from someone possessing either a complete sheet of 32 or a top margin strip or
pair, recognizable by the straight edge at the top. Alan's address appears on the
membership roster in this issue.

CLASSIFIED

Ad rates: Classified per Line. One Insertion $.50. Four Insertions $1.50.
Business cards. One Insertion $1.50. Four insertions $6.00.

WANTED: Colombia stamps 1885-1904, cat under $1.00, showing a legible dated
cancelation. Paying 50% of Scott. J. Cross, Box 2445 El Cajon CA 92021.

WANTED: Machine overprinted Consulars. EU 15c N.Y. print; also 20c Req.
P 20c. Reg.; mint preferred. Gerard Marque, 24030 Glen Ridge, Novi MI 48050

URGENTLY NEEDED - Any Canal Zone First Day and "Test Day" Covers. Write with asking
price and description, to Art iblp, Box 2073, Fort Myers FL 33902.

PAPEL SELLADD (R.S.P) Sp/A, L/A, Spain, etc. Wanted by Collector. Also need
Colombian cubiertas-, revenue, B.O.B. Send insured or call collect evenings
305-624-7212. Pest prices paid. Janes Campbell, 2250 NW 191 'Derr. Opalocka FL 33056.
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COPAPHIL NEWS

The following new members have joined COPAPHIL during the period from 1
February to 1 May:

Bruce W. Ball
Jim Caldwell
Carlos Diaz-Granados V.
Tan Edison
Michael J Fairlie
Paul L Hershey
Davis Keeler
David A. King
Robert L Mitchell Jr.
Lyn Srpdpr
William C. Walton
Gary B. Weiss

Box 338	 Spanish Fort AL 36257
6022 Rock St	 San Diego CA 92115
Box 450-611	 Miami FL 33145
Box 246	 Hayward CA 94543
Box 76	 Shelby LA 51570
4704 Washington Av Erie PA 16509
Pox 772	 Menlo Park CA 94026
1134 Wcodhorn Dr.	 Houston TX 77062
84 Wellington Rd.	 Garden City NY 11530
103 Edora St.	 Boone NC 28607
(address unpublished/
Box 155 Substa 1	 UIMB Galveston TX 77550

USA
USA
LISA
[EA
LEA
USA
USA
TEA
USA
USA
LEA
USA

We regret to report the death of john Myer of New York. Many of you are aware
of the major contributions that Mr. Myer made to the study of Colombian philately,
especially in the period from 1938-1945. His articles appeared in the Collectors
Club Philatelist, the American Philatelist and other publications and were collected
in the pamphlet "Studies in the Philately of Colombia" which he published. His
efforts resulted to many corrections in the listings of Colombia in major stamp
catalogues.

Our first year will be completed on July 22d. Dues notices are being
distributed with this issue. In some cases umbers overpaid their first year dues.
The excess may either be applied to the dues for the new year or may be converted to
a contribution to COPAPHIL. We have our funds invested in a savings account at
interest, so early payment of dues is welcome and will add to our incane. We will
complete our first year with a surplus of approximately $135. We are adding six
additional pages to this issue of COPACARTA since material and funds are available.
line additional postage charges can be partly offset by personal delivery of the
journal to those members attending the annual meeting at WESTPEX.

Lawson Entwistle has reported that he has calpleted drawings of sure 60 postal
markings from Panama, Colon, Rncas del Toro, David, Solna , Aguadulce and El Hcquete
for the handbook on Postal Markings of Panama 1878-1906. However, examples of
additional cities and types are needed. If you have any material which may he of
use, please contact him at 10,000 E. Broadway, Tucson AZ 85748.

One method of raising additional funds and securing publicity for the group is
the preparation of cacheted envelopes which can be sold at our annual meetings. A
source for printing the envelopes has been located, but we need a volunteer to
prepare the artwork. We need enlarged line drawings of the proposed cachets. A
possible thane is the anniversary of the Panama-Pacific Exposition.

We have received a number of suggestions concerning the Auction and these will
be reviewed at the Annual Meeting. Auction Manager Gerard Marque is planning our
second auction to he announced with the August COPACARTA. Material for the auction
should be submitted to reach him not later than 15 July. His new address is Gerard
Marque, 7180 N.W. 4th St., Boca Raton FL 33431. All correspondence concerning the
auction including auction bids should be directed to the Auction Manager, rather
than to the Editor.
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14E non nArg
by Jim Cross

In Part I of this article I deocrihed the disastrous defeat of the Liberal
Forces in Panama durina the attack on the Calidonia railroad crossing in Panama Cit y
led by General Emiliano Herrera. Following this defeat there was onl y limited
Fightina in Panama in the next two years and the end of 1901 found a liberal Force
led by Dr. Belisario Porras, future President of the Reoublic of Panama, heseined by
government forces in Aauadulce. However, the situation was about to change
radically .

Following the defeat at Palonegro in 1900 and disagreements with General Urit'a,
General 9eniamin Herrera (no relation to Fmiliano) had turned over the remnants of
his forces to Urihe and left Colombia for rental America. He later sailer] to Ecuador
where he oraanized an exnedition which occupied the ports of Rarbacoas and Tumaco on
the Pacific coast. He also arranned For the nurchase of a small coastal steamer, in
Acalutla, El Salvador. The Colombian historian, Lemaitre, gives no details of this
important venture, other than "wilpro a fiado y a La aruesa ventura tm buaue de unos
iudios de acalutla" (nurchased a shin on credit at great risk from some Jews of
Acajutla). Was this purchase arranged with the assistance of Nicaraouans or North
Americans interested in the continuation of the unrest in Panama , Further research
is needed on this point. General Herrera renamed the shin the "Admiral Padilla,"
armed it and set sail for Panama where he disembarked at Thnosi on the 24th of
Oeceamber, 1901 and ouickly defeated the government aerrison there.

General Benjamin Herrera, who was to have such an important role in the events
of 1902 was born in Cali, son of a career soldier from Cundinamarca. He enlisted in
the Colombian army at age 15. After 5 years service, he left the military to beccee
telearanh onerator in Cucuta. In 1876 he reentered the service with the rank of.
Captain and took cart in the action at "Ca Linda" which brought about the surrender
of the conservative forces in Antioquia. During the elections of 1878 he received
several bullet and bayonet wounds in the plaza of San Francisco in Boaota. In 1884
he resigned from the army due to dissatisfaction with the course of Literal policies
under General Nunez. in 1895 he returned to action in the Liberal Revolution with
the rank of Colonel. He fought in the battle of Cartagena, where he was again
wounded. Although he was not a msnber of the war Faction in 1899, the liberals
counted upon him as one of their best military leaders.

noon occupyina Thnosi, General Herrera learned of the seine of Aquadulce.
also arranged a prisoner exchange with the novernment commander in Panama, General
Carlos Alban. From the released liberal nrisoners, he learned that General Alban
had taken oossession of a Chilean shin, the Lautaro, which was in Panama harbor and
was arming it with the intention of attacking the Admiral Padilla. Herrera decided
unon a daring maneuver. He auickly repainted his ship and embarked for Panama. He
entered the harbor from the East at daybreak on the marnino of the 20th of January.
it was difficult for the crew of the Lautaro to determine the identity of the vessel
which was anproachina in the glare of the rising sun. initially they assumed it to
he a foreign shin. in addition there had been a part y on hoard the Lautaro the
previous evening and many of the crewmen were still feeling the after effects. The
surely of water on board was not sufficient to (venerate steam. After approaching to
within a mile of the Lautaro, the Admiral Padilla opened fire. The first volley
struck the Lautaro below the water line and the second volley exploded on deck and
killed General Alban as he watched the action. Soon the Lautaro caught fire and the
explosion of the shells in its armory adder: to the damage. Within three hours, the
shin had gunk. a smaller aovernment ship in the harbor, the elaucuito, returned the
Liberal fire and killed 3 and wounded 27 aboard the Admiral Padilla.
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Having removed the naval threat to his forces, General Herrera advanced on
Aauadulce, where within a month the teseigina government forces were routed and
fled back to Panama City leaving behind 800 rifles, 300 boxes of ammunition, some
cannon and 800 prisoners. Knowina that an attack on the city of Panama would
cause the U.S. to invoke the 1846 treaty and land forces to orotect the railroad
line, Herrera spent the next few months in organizing the territory under his
control and making a probing attack on Hocas Del Taro. However, the goverment
Forces had several naval vessels available in the Caribbean and the latter
campaign could not have nermanent results without naval support. General Herrera
then showed his suoerior strateaic skill by leavinn a small garrison in Aquadulce
and moving the rest of his forces to David. He also sent the Admiral Padilla to
Nicaranua for munitions and supolies. The government forces, now oarmanded by
General victor Salazar, took the bait and sent forces by sea  to attack the
narrison at Aguadulce, which they occupied on the 21st of June. Quickly Herrera
recalled the Admiral Padilla and landed in the government rear. Sohn the
aovernment forces were surrounded in Aguadulce and after a seige of two months
with minimum expenditure of Liberal man power, 23 killed and 73 wounded, food
sunolies were exhausted and the goverment forces had no choice but to surrender.
The Liberals took 3600 prisoners including 500 officers, 4000 rifles, 600,000
rounds of ammunition, 5 cannons and many other military suonlies. A comic opera
aspect in what was otherwise a very serious affair was the presence of 13 Generals
in the force of 3600.

General Herrera found himself in a auandry. He was in command of over 8000
troops and had totally eliminated government fliposition in the interior of Panama.
However, he was /rahle to occupy Panama and Colon without nrovokinn U.S.
intervention. The Colombian government was activel y negotiating to Purchase an
additional warship from Chile which would eliminate the naval superiority in the
Pacific. He could return to the Cauca, but would have a difficult task since the
surrender of General Iribe and his forces had virtually ended military activity in
the rest of Colombia. He therefore agreed to end the hostilities. The Treaty of
Peace was signed aboard the U.S.S. Wisconsin on 21 November 1902. A 1942 issue of
Colombia, Fiaure x, (,,,legemirates the signing.

The Liberal occunation of the Pacific parts resulted in the issue of three
stamps shown in Figures XI-XIII below. Ite first is a re gistration stamp
inscribed "Republica de Colombia." lbe remiainina two are reaular postage stamps
orepared by the provisional government and inscribed "Gobierno Provisional".
have been unable to find any further information on these Tumaco issues.

F.,. Sell *irtaiaz and l'il”,qvin

saw:. Pficiateacyl...
enTylrirsimmin,:w

Latin America

STN EIROADwAY
E 34-1ELTON	 SAN ANTONIO. Tx 2A2N
Premiere	 (5121 5264993 B2a 1245
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The final year of the war had major effects iron Colombian philately. The
decade from 1892-1901 had shown a modest number of stamp issues from the national
government and those Departments operating a postal service. The total issues of
1902-3 were greater than those of the previous decade, without counting perforation
varieties. The full story of these issues is not available in any publication that
I have seen. However, it is possible to make a number of educated guesses. First,
it appears that the supply of stamps of the 1892-5 and 1899 issues was almost
exhausted. Second, the national and departmental governments had a severe shortage
of cash and sale of nostage stamps to collectors was one means of raising additional
funds. Third, the war had seriously interfered with ounilerce, paper supplies were
scarce, and it was difficult to ship stamps from Bogota to all of the departments.
Therefore, although the national government designed and issued a new series of
stamps, it also permitted regional postal authorities to design and issue stamps as
shortages arose. This was done in Medellin, Cartagena, Barranquilla and Pooayan,
although in Pcoayan only two stamps were issued. In addition Departmental postal
authorities Prepared red issues in Antioquia, Bolivar, Tolima, Santander (in
1904)and Cundinamarca (in 1903). In addition the Department of Boyaca, which had
not previously issued nostage stamps or operated a postal service, prepared an
issue. With the exception of the Medellin issues of the national government and the
Department of tntioquia these issues were crudely designed and printed. most were
issued imperforate, nerhaos to save °tintin g costs. Most of the issues were also
issued in perforate varieties, either sewino machine or regular perforations or
both. Either due to shortages of parer or to create additional varieties for
collectors many of the denominations were printed on more than one color of pa per
and/or in more than one color of ink. Many of the used stamps of these issues are
cancelled to order. The table below summarizes the data stout these issues.

1892-1901
ISSUES

1902-3
ISSUES

1902 Perf TYrie
Imo	 S.M.	 Reg

1902 Li3
KNOWN

NATIONAL GOVT.
Bogota Issues 29 16 X x x No
Medellin Issues 10 X Yes
Cartagena Issues 7 X X Yes
Barranquilla Issues 12 X x X Yes
Popayan Issues 2 X X Yes

29 47
DEPARTMENTS
Antioquia 43 12 X
Bolivar 5 54 X x Yes
Boyaca 7 X Yes
Cundinamerca 13 X Yes Issued in 1904
Santander 6 16 X Yes Issued in 1904
Tolima 6 8 X Yes

61 110

The counts shown include color and pa per varieties, but not perforation
varieties. The Bolivar count 'would be reduced considerably hy i gnoring the paper
varieties. However, the main point is that a very large number of stamps were
issued, far more than was required for postal needs. Ronafide Postal use of the
national government issues is fairly common, except for the high values of the
Medellin issue and some of the Barranquilla issues. With the exception of the
Antioquia issue, however, very few postally used co pies of the other Departmental
issues can be found. Future installments will examine each of these issues in turn.

TO BE CONTINUED
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Classification of the Fourth Panama Provisional Issue
by Dr. James R. Helme

Editor's Note: This classification of the 4th Panama provisional issue is
based upon original research by the author and upon material in his collection which
has earned multiple national and international gold medals and was last exhibited at
Interphil in 1976, when it was retired from competition. He would appreciate it
when the classification is used, if it would be referred to as the Heine xxx
Printing , (e. g . Helme Sc Slue Altered Third Plate, Dull Vermillion Printin g ).

This classifications lists the various plates and Printings of the 4th
Provisional Issue by denomination. For each printing, known errors are listed by
plate position. (The stamps were printed in sheets of 100 subjects, 10 x 10 and
overprinted with a plate of fifty subjects, 5 x 10, in two passes so that plate
varieties appear twice on the sheet). A11 varieties have been confivmd from
multiples, except as specifically noted. Many of these printings were over printed
for Canal Zone use; some were not. The chronology of the multiple printin gs has
been established from dated used singles and covers.

1 CENTAVO (RPFM, Scott_ #76

1 CFATAVO GREEN, FIRST PLATE, CARMINE PRINTING

Carmine, 2mm. Bar, snace above PANAMAs 4 mm. Usual soacing 3.7mm.

415 #20
#31 *36
#33 038
451 056
#85 #90

Colon between PANAMA and bar at left (on some sheets)
PANAMA 2.5m. below bar at left
N thick and heavy at right
PANAMAs both reading up
Last A an inverted V at right

1 CF4TAV1 ("PEEN, ALTERED FIRST PLATE, CARMINE PRINTING

Carmine, 2m. Bar, space above PANAMAs 4 en. Usual spacing 3.7m.

*31 *36 PANAMA 2.5mm. below bar at left
#61 *66 P small and curved at left
*85 490 Last A an inverted V at right

1 CENTAVO GREEN, SECOND PLATE, CARMINE PRINTING

Carmine, 2rnn. par, space above PANAMAs 3.0-3.5mn. Usual spacing 3mn.

*3 #8 2nd A almost missing at left
415 420 PANAMA Simi. below bar at left
#22 127 2nd and 3rd A defective at left
425 430 Too of last A missing at left
*41 #46 PANAAM at right

1 CENTAM GREEN, LAIRD MATF, BROWN-RED PRINTING

Brown-Red, 2.5mm bar, space above PANAMAs 2.5-3m.

#24 #29 PANAWA at rigth
#25 #30 PANAMA 16m. and 4.5mn. below bar at left
#91-#100 PANAMAs 1.5mm. below bar
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2 CENTAVO CARMINE, 50/Pf #77

2 CENTAVO, CARMINE, FIRST PL ATE, CARMINE PRINTING

Carmine, arm. Bar, soace above PANAMAs 4mm. usual soacing 3.7mr.

#15 #20 Colon between PANAMA and Bar at left (on soma later sheets)
*31 #36 PANAM 2.5run below bar at left
n 33 #38 N thick and heavy at right
n 51 #56 PANAMAs both reading UD

061 466 P small. and curved at left
083 411 PANAMAs both readina down
485 #9(1 Tast A an inverted V at right

2 CENTAVO, CARMIN E , SECOND PLATE, C ARMINE PRINTING

Carmine, 2=1. bar, snace above PANAMAs 3.0-3.5mm. Osual soacing 3ram.

415 4 ,0
421 42,
42? 4 ,7
425 430
4 41 445

PANAMA Smm. below bar at ri ght
N. thick and heavy at right
2nd and 3rd A defective at left
Too of last A misnina at left
Tall thin M at left

2 CENTAVO, CARMINE, WIRD PLATE, VERMILLION PRINTIhr

Vermillion, 2 . 5rrm bar, space above PAN AM S 2 .25-3, Srrri ,

424 429 PANAWA at right
425 430 PANAMA l4tm. lone at left
491-100 PANAMA 1.5mm. below bar

(Nhen sheets are combated, the mNacino for the horizontal Oars
is not constant)

? CENTAVO, CARMINE, THIRD KATE, DARK CARMINE PRINTING

Dark Carmine, 2.5mm. Bar, space above nklAMAs 2.25-3.5mm.

*24 42 0 PANAMA at right
#25 430 PANAMA 16mm. long at left
441-100 PANAMA 1.5mm. below her

Men sheets are compared, the unacinq for the horizontal bars
is not constant)

5 CENTAVO RIPE, se0Pr 078

5 CENTAVO BUTE, FIRST PuuT, CARMINE PRINTING

Carmine, 2mm. Bar, space above PANAMAs 4mm. usual soacina 3.7rwm.

431 436 PANAM 2.5m. below bar at left
#33 #38 N has first vertical stroke defective at right
#51 455 PANAMAs both reading uP
461 456 P stall and curved at left
483 488 PANAMAn both reading Oman

#85 490 Tast A an inverted V at right
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5 CENTAVO BLUE, ALTERED FIRST PLATE, CARMINE PRINTIW,

Carmine (Heavy and blurred), ann. Bar, space above PANAMAs 4mn.

431 436 PANAMA 2.5mm. below bar at left
033 #36 N thick and heavy at right
*44 #49 Colon between PANAMA and bar at right
461 #66 P small and curved at left
#85 *90 Last A an inverted '7 at right

5 CENTAVO 91-.r1F, SECOND PLATE, CARMINE PRTNTT IT;

Carmine, 21mm. gar, spac.=. above PANAMAs 3.0-3.5mm. usual soacin g ann.

415 #20
422 *27
425 #30
041 446
051 *56

PANAMA, PANAM
A , PANAM, or PANAm 5mn. below bar at riaht

O e2nd and 3rd A defect 	 at left
Too of last A missina at left
PANAAM at ri ght
Broken last A at left

C3rintinq defects due to noor inking on positions 091-100 are not constant for
Panama or Canal 7onel

5 CENTAVO BLUE, *LATE SECOND PLATE, CARMINE PRINTING * = Proposed

Carmine, Znn. 3ar, soar. above PANAMAs 3.0-3.5mm. usual soacina 3mm.

#15	 479 PANAMA 5mn. below bar at right
*22	 #27 2nd and 3rd A defective at left
*25	 inn Tan of last A mdssina at left
441	 *46 Tall Thin N at left (Unconfirnec for Panama, confirmed for CZ)
*51	 456 Broken last A at left

5 CHNTAVO BLUE, THIRD PLATE, CARMINE-ROSE PRINT -INC.

Carmine-rose (Light and distinct overprint, aonears orange under ultra-violet
light). 2.5mn. Bar, space above PANAMAs 2.25-3.5mn. Usual spacing Inn.

*24	 429 PANAMA at right
425	 #30 PANAMA 16mm. long at left
491-100
	

Bar 1.5mn. ar)Ve. PANAMAs

5 CENTAVO BLUE, THIRD PLATE, CARMINE! V7RMILION , PRINTING

Carmine Vermillion (Heavier and rather blurred overprint, aonears
reddish-violet under ultra-violet light), 2.5mm. Bar, soace above PANAMAs
2.25-3.5mn. Usual spacing

424	 429 PANAWA at right
*25	 #30 PANAMA 16mm. long at left
#91 -ion
	

Bar 1.5mn. above PANAMAs
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5 CENTAVO BLUR, EOURTP PLATE, DARK CARMINE' PRT1/741

Dark Carmine, 2.5mm. Bar, Scvice above P ANAMAs 2.25-2.5mm.

VARIRPIRS,	 Positions 453, 54, 5R, and 59 are normal)

(stamos From this olatQ were issued in Panama, although they were
printed for Canal Zone overprinting)

5 CENTAVO BLUE, AUTFRPD FOURTH PLA TE, DARK CARMINE PRINTiNG

Dark Carmine, 2.5am. Bar, soace above PAMAMAs 2.25-2.5mm.

453 458	 N has double center stroke at right
454 #59	 PAMAMA at left

CRVTAVO BLUR, ALTPRPO PO:1RM PIATE, CARMTME VERMILLPIN PRINITTMG

Carmine Vermillion, 2.5mn. Par, snace above PANAMAs 2.25-2.5mm.

#11-429	 PANAMAs 3.5mt halow hat'
453 #58	 Al has double center stroke at right
#54 459	 PAMANA at left

5 (.7vrAvO 817E,	 PLATR, PINK PRIMTTNI

Light Pink to Reddish purple, 2.0mm. Bar, Space above PANAMAs 3mm,

# 5 419	 PA MAMA 17mm. long at right
# 71 476	 PANAMA at left
#95 *lno PANA MA rhm. boo at right

TO 9F rnmTimwo IN TPE MEXT ISSUE

PANAMA CANCrATiO mS DURING TdE COUOMBIAN RRa
by Dr. Ernesto Arosemena N. and James R. Hanna

In the First issue of COPACARTA, in a column entitled "PRMUNTAS", some
questions were brought uo concerning early Colombian and Panamanian town cancels.
An earlier article by Edmund B, Thomas Jr, in the Canal Zone Philatelist also deals
with the subject of town cancels, and was titled "Panamanian Post Offices and
P°stmarks before 1904: A Preliminary Report". Mr. Thomas expanded his town cancel
study by including an eAplanation of the Transit° cancels, A.P.N. de Panama cancels
and Mensajero cancels. it is not our intention to duplicate Mr. Thomas' article,
but rather to discuss and exnand on his ideas regarding these other cancels.

)f these three particular types of cancels, the Transito cancel has been used
over the longest period of time, and is crate common. its use orior to 1903 was to
indicate the passage of foreign mail transiting the isthmus of Panama. After 1903
this cancel is common on the mail that ori ginated in the western provinces of
Panama. Mail fron the +wastern provinces was brought to Panama by coastal schooner,
and from there transnorted to its foreinn destination. 	 it received a Transito
cancel at the Panama post office orior to bein g sent to its Foreign destination,
even if that destination was only the Canal zone. The use of the Transit° cancel
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diminished around 1933 when the eoPularitv of air men service, and the new hi ghway
connecting the unstern nrovinces, nrovided a more renil movenent of the mail.

The renaining two costal cancels, A.Peo . de Panama, and nibnsai ,, ro annear to be
relatively scarce, and reouire further examination. ',hat is known should nrovide as
with a better understanding of the earl y operation of the Panamanian nostal system.
Mr. '[banes renorted that the Panamanian State Post Office began in 1378, and
consisted of 29 nost offices between 1878 and January 18, 1904. Of these 29 nost
offices, he reported seeing cancels free the followino post offices: Panama, Colon,
cocas del Toro, David, Santiago de Veraguas, and Penonane. Mr. Thomas solicited
information on the remainino gown cancels, but we are unaware of any results. It is
oossible that only one other town cancel exists for Panama, and probabilities
indicate that it is a cancel for the town of Tas Tablas. To arrive at this
conclusion we must first exxnine Mr. Thanes' definition of the A.P.N. de Panama
cancel. This definition Follows: "A.P.N. le Panama' cancels (Aoencia Postal
NRcional de Panama) seen to he issued to small towns as general cancelation devices.
Perhaos senarate devices For each town were considered too exnensive so they had
multip le cooies of a 'general' one made instead." We not that the six town cancels
observed by mr. 	  are the capital cities of Panamanian nrovinces. Panama
consisted of seven provinces at the time of seoaration from Colombia and the town of
Las Tablas is the missing provincial caoital. it's likely that only the seven
provincial ceoitals were aiven these town cancels, while the other 22 remaining nost
offices were given the general A.P.N. de Panama cancelling devices. Two cancelled
stamps containina the A.P.N. (-1,? Panama cancel, and a renroduction of this cancel are
shown below.

This particular A. P . O . de Panama, Colombia device was most likely used by the 22

Willer sort offices to cancel mail. Judg ing by the canceled Registration stamn,
these smaller post offices must have provided comolete nostal service to their
customers. Nia are uncertain of how many different varieties of these snecial
cancelling devices were used by the smaller post offices, but at least one other
tvoe of device is known. The cancel which is illustrated below is an example; its
text reads "Introducida Tarde, A.P.N. de Panama.

We can speculate on the purpose of this Particular 1592 canel fnan the evidence of
its use on me,eer issues. This same introducida Tarde cancel has been found on
Panamanian stamns after independence, and the illustrated example is from October
13, 1905. it is believed that this cancel was applied to mail that had missed its
routing connection and had to wait for the next shin or coastal schooner. Reterdo
(too late) stamps were applied to letters as an additional fee for special handling
so that mail wouldn't miss a routing collection. introthrida Tarde was the post
office's way of lettin g everyone involved know that it acs the sender's late costing
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of the mail that had caused the missed connection with the weekly mail boat to
France or another destination and not the fault of the mrA. office.

The Mensajero cancel is rarely seen, and is the scarcest of the three cancels
that have teen described. Mr. Thorns suonested that the Mensaiero (mes3enger)
canceled mail for those towns along the Panama Railroad, specifically Bunnavista,
Gatun and Gormand. These towns, althounh situated along the railroad line, had post
offices of theirown, and logically would be expected to process all mail that passed
through their jurisdiction, usin q the A.P.N. de Panama cancel. 	 The Mensaieros
clicked in the mail from these post offices, but in all probability they qancelled
only the mail nicked un from railroad stations along the route of the railroad
between Panama and Colon. The known stations alon g the line are: (7.1tun, Linn Rill,
Ahorca iagarto,	 Foldado, luenavista, crijol'?s, San Pablo, Mamci, '3orciona,
Matachin, Obispo, 9-noire, Culebra, Parsiso, and Rio grand'. There ma y weel have
been other stations not incluled in this list, which were served by the kenssieros.

Ihe two mensalero cancels shown above are the only examples that were available
for illustration, but undoubtedly others exists. The text of this cancels reads
"Mensaiero 4o. 1, Panama", but it is uncertain if other numbers were used in
conjunction with this cancel.

The incllb:..rS or COPAPHIL may well find other varieties of the A.P.N. de Panama
and the Mensaiern cancel in their collections. If anyone has variet y of these
Cancels, or the cancel en a cover, Please send a Xerox copy to the -Lditor nE
70PACARTA.

A (Treat deal of the information in this article has 	  from research done by
Edmond B. Thomas 3r. and Panamanian collectors would certainl y benefit by needing
Mr. Thomas' articles. A oartial list of his articles follows, conies of which are
available from the A.P.R.L. or the .stern Philatelic Library:

Thomas, Jr„ Edmond B. mrne Fournier Forgeries of the 1878 Issue of Panama,"
The American Philatelist, Feb. 1978, co. 144-6.

Thomas, Jr., Triliond B. "Provisional Issues of 1903-6", Oxcart 1977,

Thomas, Jr., Fdmond c3. "The Second issue of Panama (Scott 8-141", Oxcart,
March 1977, no 158-9.

Moms, Jr., •dunnd R. "Unpopular Stamp Worth Investigating ," Linn's Stamp
News, Aucrust 29, 19771 page 70.
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Fditor's Note. I sent a conv of this article to Tawson Entwistle. Re reports
that he has photo conies of time tables from 28 August 1888 and 12 January 1896.
These show additional stations not listed in the article as follows: Christopher
Colombus, monkey Rill, Mindi, Gatun, Tiger Rill, T.ion Rill, Ahorca Tagarto, Bujio,
Runna Vista, Eriloles, Tabernilla, Rarbacoas, Railamonos, memei, Juan nrande,
-;oraona, Ras Matachin, Matachin, Ras Obisno, Rant Obisno, has Cascades, Enpire,
Culebra, Rio grande Superior, Cucaracha, Paraiso, Pedro Miauel, Pedro Miguel Tanks,
Miraflores, Rio grande, and Corozal (spelled Corozal in 1896). Re also indicates
that he has seen the cancelation for mensajero No. A.

PRFGONTAS 

ANSWFRS Tt7 FFRRNARY 1994 OuFSTiONS. 

QUESTION 4 (Concerning Panama Cinderella issue). Several mclribers responded to this
question. There are two other stamps in this set besides those indicated in the
question. it also includes a 1 centavo brown on huff and a 50 centavos orange.
Anthony Marks reoorts that he has the set plus a horizontal flair of the r centavos
imnerf. between. So far no one r has identified the printer or furnished positive
evidence of the date of the issue.

OWSTION 5. ( Panama Canal Co. 20 centavo stamp). Richar71 Selz suonlied the
nhotogranh of this cinderella, which is shown in Figure 1. An article on these
stamps will appear in the second quarter issue of the Canal zone Study ,roue
journal.

MAY OUESTIONS. 

1. many of the early stamps of Colombia are cancelled by numerals, the most carmon
of which is the numeral "0". tsbat was the nurpose of the numerical cancelation?
What numerals are known to exist?

2. Fiaure 2 deoicts a stamp submitted by a member. it is annarently an essay for a
ore-independence stamp of Panama. noes anyone have more information on this item?

3. The April 14-15 Bexar Philatelics' auction contained two covers with
cancelations, REPUBLICA OE COLOMBTA - QUTLICRAO. Where is Quilichao located?

Figure 1 Figure 2
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A.M 1/7q r'OT.N 1 r1 TV1 TAO-) DA prQ so r'1.-..e. PPe rr) er.eug
hv Gam reinoff

A while ago T had the goo) fortune to acouire a groun o r the laid 'Janet
varieties of 117; to 1179. in the groun were two 50 centa vos q tvw, in an Itnuual
hitt:. shade (close to the light bl ge or the 'Ta pley . 1iPhon , colnr. %ley). since the
liad naner varieties were peblect to counterfeiting , I nAtnrallv snsoected my blue
stamps. I oroceeded to the literature on the subject to verify or susnicion.

Scott catalogs indicate that "reorints" of the 75c, 51c And 1 1) values on laid
naner exist, some even in "fancv oolors". For a better understanding I consult)
Tohn myer's work on "Aliened georints of f2olombia." myer iescribss three distinct
genuine bales of the 50 centavo stman from 11(;1 to 1179. 'Joon examination of my two
laid oloer varieties and another 1 151 59 centavo on wove onoor, T :1 1 1,1n that ell
three anoeared to correlate with the genuine coyer 1\'oe T. •v two laid shag copies
are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Myer lescribes his Type I as follows:

"1. The isthmus consists of dieconal lines.
2. The toostroke of the 5 of the large 50 in the central oortion o f the stmno

taoers to a point near the 0.
3. The lower oart of the left-hand ribbon containing the word Tx1FRTA) touches

the flagpole, and the uoner nortien ends near the wino of the condor."

Roth illestrated stmnop match Myer's definition above, althou gh this is
difficult to see on the xerox conies of his article that T have h ere. TiT s other two
tynes both have different shading in the isthurns and other marks of difference.
MVer goes co to describe the counterfeits known at the time (1940). These display
,e.ararteristics not found in mv Laid nailer varieties. For exam ple, a typical
counterfeit was made fran Myer's T yne 'UT with cross-hatched lines in the isthmus
(see the Michaelson reorints). This Feature is descri')=.0 by others, including
qcott. Rowever, ever ooints out that other reprints exist with a variety of
Features, Fran odd-shaped large 5's to missha pen stars. The ribbon is different in
the reorints as wall.

Myer loes mention that a renrint of the 50 centavo co laid ►aper was Printed in
1198 (he does not mention a source for this late). The distinguishin g Features,
however, were signs of cear, especially with the fourth star from the left,
rendering it almost indistinouishable. "either my blue shade, nor my normal green
stamp has these characteristics. 'gnat do T have here then? There is certainly no
listed blue variety in Scott, Punt-man° ('11), nor Rerriga ('77). Does anyone know
of more recent listings? I would not call this an "error of color" in the usual
sense, because the nearest blue denomination, the 20 centavo, was printed in a
darker blue shade. (I have several which do not match the color of Ole two stmnps,
although I do not have the laid saner variety). There are several nossible
explanations:

1. This stamp could be a changeling. T am not Familiar with how to identify
one, but the stamp is bri ght and fresh with no sign of stainin g from chemical
treatment or fading with age.

2. The stamn could he a trial oroof, printed in blue; although for what reason
I cannot say. The government seems to have used standard colors for each
denomination, at least until 1881. Also, the stamp is used with a Cali manuscript
cancel. If this is a genuine cancel, it is unlikely that the stamp is a proof.
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3. Thn stamn could be a renrint, heretofore not lescrihed in the literatur e ,
such as a non-official renrint nrodncerl by the novernment nrinters.

4. This could h- an unusual form of an error of color.

T won ld w”lcome correspondence from anyone who ha a a similar him variety
infnnmation which sJauld liaht on this subject. It is an interestinn
don't you think'

nr further
onz?le,

conomp TNNT APChARTAnY
gy T arry Crain

patter's mot e : This article is reorinted from " codex Rilatelica", the iournal
of the 'Afe l 'Nmerican Archaelonv qtuly hnit with oermiasion of the author.

Colombiacolnmnia is well-%nown for its
numerous gold nieces, es pecially thosa
in the mttqco lo Oro in Rrylot.1 The

.-01rro-dan 001/.1 is a rrrylrn-dnv
ler7tion	 nuray!r 9nr1

in value t'le aurvivino aold niene7 o F
7-l•xico and leeru. This much Colombian
nold exists today 1 ,-,C111SR most nF it
w'r; • i;covered in the oast '11.mirqd
-r eam.	 "e-cico anr9 Peru,
Colombia era not ooliticallv unified at
le is `.imp or tV OiscnverV arri connue , lt,
and -31ina fra,..Imented, the Colombian
TMiana	 not live in Larne centers
anal lid not have common burial sites.
Thus much of their uold was overlooked
by the connuistadors and vas not Jielted
tinwn to h' nhiemyed to Roain.

The trsainre-3 of Colomhian
archaeloav have Inneared no Colombian
;tams only recently. The first
Colombian stamns showinn artifacts
aonearerl in 1941 and only a few others
followed. however, within the oast ten
years the Colombian instal
administration ha; issued eioht sets or
leries containing	stamps of
archaelooical itns.

This renort will cover all of
these stamos, others rnlatinn to the
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Colombian Indians and cancels of archaeloqical revelanne. Corrections, additions
(Although T will try to he complete) and cotau-!nts will be areatl y appreciated.
write to P.O. Box 963, medford Oregon 97501.

Although Colnmbian archaeloqy included a larae bodv of iteins for stud y (over
26,000 in just Bccote's Museo de Oro), the names and dates are not clearly defined.
The oroblem is that the majority or the artifacts found, which are {mid, were
diecovered by quaeueros (crave robbers) and thus their archaelooical context is not
known. Tn addition the gold and stone statuary of Colombia cannot he dated, pottery
which could is not found in abundance and few awellina sites are known.

Further are, Colombia contained many cultures, as Pre-Inca coastal. Peru did,
none of which became a widely-spread influence in the mountainous terrain which
rannes Frog jungle to snow. The nomenclature of these "tri pes" has changed as more
has been learned and may still he chancing. Crae must be taken in reading anything
written about nre-oonpest Colombia. I will use the dozen terms now employed by the
Museo de Oro in Bogota, but even these describe seecific geocraohic places a e well
as eeneral recions and desianate styles more often than neooles. The following
terms will not he used, but are mentioned here since they have been used:

Chibcha (now it is used' generically, when used, for the Indians of the interior
of Colombia, but ie the oast referred to the most imnortant of these, the Muiscas).

Riaao (a tribe encountered aurina the conouest in the area where the • blima
ar:tiFacts are found).

Darien (used for a style of gold figures Found near the Darien (atrato) River
which is nfav called Sinu style and also used for a sty le of figures found near the
town of Darien {Calima) which is now called Calima style).

Tamalamegue (a site in the Rio Macdalena area).

ratillaninges and 'Donavan (two local styles now arouoed as Cauca).

if the cultures wv?,re local, widely-spread were the highly portable ?old and
emerald pieces of the Colombian Indians, traveling north into Costa Rica and to a
lesser extent south into Peru. To Costa Rica and Panama especially was a two-wtay
trade. The portability of the cold objects meant also that they were traded from
oroun to group within Colombia. There is always the nagging doubt that any ciyen
niece might not helona where it was found or with what it is associated.
Additionally, the craftsmen of most aroups aoparentiv borrowd designs and styles
from the traded objects known to them, leaving little clue hundreds of years later
RS to who borrowed what in which order.

So into this morass comes a black and white chart. Tt must not he taken
nrecisely, being nimoly a consensus of dates from many sources, one which would
nrobablv satisfy none.

Celina 100 B.C. - lon San Agustin 300 B.C. - 1000
Cauca uno - 1600. Sinu 550 - 1600
muisca 700 - 1600 Tairona 600 - 1600
Marino 300 - 1600 Tierradentro 100 - 1100
Quimbaya 575 - 1600 Tolima 100 - 1600
Rio Magdalena 7 - 1600 TUMACO 400 B.C. - 160n

TO aE CaNTINUED
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PANAMA POST oiFICES IN 1915
by L. P. Entwistle

The Canal Zone Postal Guide, July 1915, listed the following operating post
offices in the Republic of Panana in order to assist postal clerks in sorting
mail for either Ancon dispatch, or Cristobal dispatch. The spellings used are
those shown in the Guide.

Ancon Dis., Panama Exchange Office
Province of Panama
Arraijan
	

Chepo

Balboa
	

Darien (Gold Mine)

Bugaba
	

El Potrero

Cana
	

El Real
Capira
	

Juan Dias
Chame
	

La Campana
Camoganti
	

La Chorrera

Chiman
	

La Palma
Coral es
	

Nueva Gorgona
Chepigana
	

Pacora
Chorrera
	

Panama
Province of Cocle 
Aguadulca
	

El Jaguito
Anton
	

El Roble
Divisa
	 La Pintada

El Cristo
	

Nata
Province of Los Santos

Panama, Sec. B
Panama, Sec. 7-A
Panama, Sec. 8-A
Pinogana
Real
Real de Santa Maria
San Carlos

San Miguel
Santa Doratea
Taboga

Ola
Penonome
Pocri
Puerto Pesadp

Chitre
Guar are
La Palma
Las Minas
La Teta
Las Tablas
Province of Veraguas
Atalaya
Calobre
Canazas
La Mesa
Province of Chiriqui
Alanje
Bajo Boquete
Boqueron
Bocipete
David

Province of Colon
Chagres
Cocique
Colon
Culebra
Donoso
Province of Bocas del Toro

Bastimentos
Bocas del Toro
Changuinola

Los Pozos
Los Santos
Macaracas
Monogrillo
Ocu
Parita

Isla Grande
La Guayra
La Pintado
Palenque
Playa Damns

Fruitdale

Guabito
Chiriqui : Grande

Pedasi
Pese
Pocri de Las Tablas
Sabanagrande
Santa Maria

Tonosi

Porto Bello
Nombre de Dios
Santa Isabel
Tumba
Viento Frio

Monkey Coy
Rovalo
Sisola

Las Palmas
	

Santiago
Montijo
	

Santa Fe
Puerto Mutis
	

San Francisco
Rio Jesus
	

Sona

Dolega
	

Pedregal
Gualaca
	

Remedios
Horconcitos
	

San Felix
La Concepcion
	

Tole
Las Lajas

Cristobal Pis., Colon Exchange Office 
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Lot h. 
39
40
41
42
44
4)
46
47

12.00
20.00
38.00
12.00
9.00

2 5 .00
28.00
2o.uU
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MARKET REPUAT

This month we will report on a number of auctions of Colombia
and Panama material. First, in our initial COPAPRIL auction 32 lots
were sold for a total of $480.50. Colombia #2 with "2" cancel went
for $30.00 versus a catalog value of $52.50. Boyaca 2 Used ?-VF sold
for $48.00 versus a catalog value of $100.00. Fourteen lots of Panama
22-29 sold for bids in excess of the estimates in every case.

Auction prices realized were as follows&	 T = Tie bids
Lot}	 Lot # 

	

1	 30,00	 14	 52.50

	

3	 3.00	 15	 10.00

	

5	 5.00	 lb	 14.00

	

7	 4.00	 19	 5.00

	

9	 6.00 T	 21	 5.00

	

10	 13.00 T	 22	 3.00

	

12	 10.00	 26	 14.00

	

13	 8.00	 28	 48.00

The March 15-16 Roger Koerber auction of 'Zeppelin and Air Postal
History contained 74 lots of Colombia and 18 lots of Panama. The top
price of $280 was paid for a complete sheet of 8 of the 1U0 carmine
bi-plane over the sea, Michel #15-16. A corner clock of 6 of Scot #210
containing two stamps without the overprint was sold for $85 against an
estimate of $300. Sanabria 1972 lists a pair, one w/o overprint, at
$250. Proofs of Scott C241-4, 6, 8, 0251-3 generally sold for $40
each. One lot realized $42 and another $40. Proofs of 0259-60 sold
for $36 and of C288 for $42. Lots of Consular overprints generally
did not fetch the evaluated price and seven lots wee unsold. In
Panama a lot of C108-0111 with inverted Chiriqui overprints fetched
$125. Proofs of six stamps of the Cathearal Issue fetched from 040
to $o2.50 (for C312). 	 The May 10-12 Koerber auction contains another
good selection of Colombia and Panama including specializea study of
the 1870-77 5P and 10P stamps of Colombia and a block of 24 of the 100
green Campania Colombians de Navegacion Aerea in two designs, Sanabria
catalog value $7080. Panama lots incluae Scott 212 with inverted
center and a rare used copy of C19.

The April 0-7 Bruce W. Ball auction contained .2 Colombia lots
and 22 Panama lots including a mint fine Scott C18A and a used C19.
Prices realized have not yet been received, out will be reporteu in the
next issue.

The April 14-15 .ale of Bexar Philatelic Stamp Auctions 40 lots
of Colombia including a block of 39 of Scott 173a snowing papermakers
watermark of Parsons Paper Company. This gives a partial answer to
the paper source question in the November 1983 preguntas. Prices
realized have not yet been receives.

Public Auction 36 of David Feldman S.A. was held in 'Zurich March
29-30. This auction featured many rarities from Latin America, but
only five lots from Colombia and Panama. Best item was Panama 3,
quartered ana used on a local cover which was estimated at 750 Swiss
Francs. The Feldman May 8 mail auction contains 30 Colombia lots and
one lot from Panama.

Lot it 
29	 6.00
30
	 11.00

31
	 16.uu

33
	 8.00

35
	 11.00

36
	 6.00

37
	 16.00

38
	 6.u0
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SPACE PILIPRS

Many phases of Colombian philately are the subject of little nublished
research. As a result my article on "The 1000 nays" is certainly not the finished
nroduct that I would like it to be. T hone, however, that it will serve as a
catalyst for further study and additional information. T would especially like to
receive information concerning the authority for the regional issues of Medellin,
Cartaaena, Barranquilla and Ropayan in 1902.	 Also, are their any records of the
postal activity in Paco and other towns in Cauca occupied by the Liberals during
the 1000 nays? no the accounts show the amount of stamp!? on hand when the city was
occupied, was there a chanee of postmasters, did the revenue from the post office ao
to a provisional government, is there an inventory of stamo stocks when government
forces resumed control, when exactly did that occur, etc?

My thanks to all of the members who have contributed articles for publication.
T have used as many as T could in this issue and have a tztood stRrt on the. Auanst
issue, including a survey of the Colombian Cuhiertas by Alan Anvon. Larry
Crain's article on Colombian archaeloey which begins in this issne is quit
comnrehensive and will contain three add itional installments dedicated to snecific
cultures and their deniction on Stamm.

ceveral members have written about the nncetaloaed Varieties column. Space lid
not oermit nublication of this feature in this issue, but it is onr intention to
include it whenever material is available. All manbers are invited to submit
material for this column, however, please limit submissions to items that you have
oersonally seen. Xerox conies of -errors would he appreciated.

e rAsST PTPO

Ad rates: Classified per Line. One insertion $.50. Four insertions $1.50.
Business cards. One insertion $1.50 . Four insertions $5.00.

r.47ArTP11: Colombia stamps 1895-1904, cat under $1.10, showian a imible dated
cancelation. Davinn TM of scott. :T. Cross, Box 7245 Fl	 ^ 7\ 920n.

WAVTED: machine overprinted Consulars. 77 15c N.Y. nrint: also 730c RSCI, P 20c.
Req.; mint preferred. rierard Marque 7190 m.W. 4th Ave. Roca laton FL 33431.

URGFIrIM NPMFD: Any Canal Zone First Day and "Tani nay" Covers. Write with askina
nrice and descri ption, to Art Thin, Box 2173, Port myers FL 11912.

DAM, SELLA00 ( . s . D ) SP/A, TJA, Spain, etc. Wanted by Collector. Also need
Colombian Cuhiertas, revenue, B.O.B. Send insured or call collect eveninas
305-024-7312. Best nric7!s naid. lames camnhell 2250 ,s1W 1 0 1 Tarr. CrAalocka PL 33ne; .

BRUCE W. BALL AUCTIONS
Specialists in U.S. & Latin America
since 1912.
Public auctions. Private Treaty,

Consignments welcome.
P.O. Box 338 Spanish Fort, Ala. 36527

Ph (205) 626 3036

	n11•n•••

FIL-PANAM
Box 2245

El Cajon, CA, 92021

POSTAGE STAMPS
OF LATIN AMERICA

Jim & Luz Cross
(619)-561-4959
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